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THE LARGE DEVIATION PRINCIPLE
FOR A GENERAL CLASS OF QUEUEING SYSTEMS I

PAUL DUPUIS AND RICHARD S. ELLIS

Abstract. We prove the existence of a rate function and the validity of the

large deviation principle for a general class of jump Markov processes that

model queueing systems. A key step in the proof is a local large deviation

principle for tubes centered at a class of piecewise linear, continuous paths

mapping [0,1] into Rd . In order to prove certain large deviation limits,

we represent the large deviation probabilities as the minimal cost functions of

associated stochastic optimal control problems and use a subadditivity-type

argument. We give a characterization of the rate function that can be used

either to evaluate it explicitly in the cases where this is possible or to compute

it numerically in the cases where an explicit evaluation is not possible.

1. Introduction

While the large deviation literature on Markov processes is extensive, the vast

majority of papers study processes having the property that the components of

their generators depend smoothly upon the spatial parameter. The present pa-

per is the latest in a series that analyze large deviation phenomena for Markov

processes violating this smoothness condition. We refer to these processes as

having "discontinuous statistics." Our first paper [7] proves a general large de-

viation upper bound for a wide class of such processes. In our paper [5] and in

Chapter 8 of our forthcoming book [6] the large deviation principle is proved

for random walk models with discontinuous statistics that are natural general-

izations of Cramer's Theorem and Mogulskii's Theorem [11], respectively. In

the present paper we prove the existence of a rate function and the validity of

the large deviation principle for a general class of jump Markov processes with

discontinuous statistics that model queueing systems. We can handle a wide

variety of problems with different geometries, including problems with finite

buffers (see Example 4.4). Because of the generality of the model that we intro-

duce, it should come as no surprise that an explicit formula for the rate function

is in many cases not available. In a sequel to this paper, using the formalism
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developed here, we will derive a number of properties of the rate function and

give an explicit formula for it in several cases of interest.

To date the large deviation principle has been proved for a variety of queue-

ing systems having special structures. In the case of tandem queues, contraction

mapping techniques and the Skorohod problem have been used. These tech-

niques originated in [1], were extended to domains with corners in [4, 8], and

have been applied to queueing systems in [12, 14]. Using partial differential

equation methods and in particular viscosity solutions, the paper [9] proves the

large deviation principle for a class of product form networks, which includes

Jackson networks. In addition, the results of Chapter 8 of [6] allow one to treat

a general class of stable queueing systems in two dimensions that are modeled

by discrete-time Markov chains [10]. In terms of generality the present paper

is a vast improvement. We prove the large deviation principle for a very wide

class of lattice-based queueing systems in arbitrary dimensions under the as-

sumption that the queueing systems are modeled by jump Markov processes.

As in our forthcoming book [6], we make important use of ideas from stochas-

tic optimal control theory, representing the large deviation probabilities as the

minimal cost functions of associated stochastic optimal control problems. The

main new feature with which we must deal is the geometry of the problem.

The methods of this paper are adaptable in a straightforward way to a class of

Markov-modulated and related non-Markovian processes. These extensions, as

well as the harder extensions to more general state spaces, are currently under

investigation.

We now turn to our earlier work concerning Markov processes with discon-

tinuous statistics. Our first paper [7] proves a large deviation upper bound for

a general class of locally infinitely divisible Markov processes taking values in

Rd , the components of the generators of which are allowed to have essentially

arbitrary discontinuities. This class includes the jump Markov processes mod-

eling queueing systems that are treated in the present paper. Our second paper

[5] and Chapter 8 of [6] show that in the presence of special geometries the

upper bound in [7] can be improved. In fact, these papers prove the full large

deviation principle. We will now discuss the main result in Chapter 8 of [6]

because it generalizes the setup of [5] and is closely related to the contents of

the present work.

Consider the sets

A(l) = {xeRd :x{<0},        A<2) = {x 6 Rd : x, > 0},

and

d = {x € Rd : x, = 0},

where X\ denotes the first component of x e Rd. Let {pxl), x e Rd} and

{ßx , x e Rd] be two families of probability measures on Rd such that for

each i — 1,2 the function mapping x e Rd >—> py is continuous in the

topology of weak convergence. For « e N, j e {0, 1, ... , n - 1}, and x eRd

we define random vectors XS = x and
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and assume that Yj1 has the following conditional distribution:

Pn{Y?edy\XS,X?,...,X?}±{
[pf(dy)     ifX^^eM2l

Let {¿¡" , n € N} be a sequence of points in the open halfspace A(2) converging

to a point £, & d , which is a subset of the closed halfspace A^1'. The discon-

tinuous statistics arise since we do not assume that the sequence of measures

{fiL', n € N} converges weakly to the measure ¿il1'. We now introduce the

piecewise linear interpolation of the Markov chain {X", j = 0, 1, ... , n} ,

defined by the formula

(1.1)

Xn(t)±Xj+(t-C\Y?  îorte[j/n,(j+\)/n\, j = 0, 1,... ,n-\.

These processes take values in the space W([0, 1] : Rd). The main theo-

rem in Chapter 8 of [6] is the large deviation principle for the random walks

{X"(t),te[0, 1],«€N}.
In the context of the present paper it is worthwhile to examine the formula

for the rate function given in Chapter 8 of [6]. Although it is given explicitly, its

complicated form illuminates the difficulty in obtaining an analogous explicit

formula for the more complicated geometries that arise in the study of queueing

systems. For i = 1, 2, ¿¡ e Rd , and ß e Rd , we let L<'>(£, ß) be the Cramer

function associated with the family of probability measures {px^ , x e

£«>(£,/?)= sup {(a,/?)-log /  exp(a,v)^i)(^v)}.

The symbol (•, •) denotes the Euclidean inner product on Rd.  For £ e Rd

and ß e Rd we define the function

mtz,ß)±M{^L«Hz,ßM)+ftwvßtß^},

where the infimum is taken over quantities pw el, />(2) el, ß^ eRd, and
ß(2) g Rd satisfying

(1.2) /?(!) + /?(2) = 1, p{x) >0, pW >0,

(1.3) (/?(1))i>0, (/?(2))i<0,

(1.4) P^ßW + pWßW = ß.

The subscripts 1 denote the one-components of the vectors. We then define for
c; £Rd and ß e Rd

(LW(t,ß)    if    Í! <0,

(1.5) L(i,ß) = \L^(i,ß)     if    {,«0,
U(2)(£,/?)     if    {,>0.
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Under appropriate conditions given in Chapter 8 of [6] we obtain the rate func-

tion for the random walk model. For x e Rd , which denotes the initial point

X"(0) for each «eN, the rate function is given by the formula

(1.6) Ix(<p) = [ L(<p(t),<p(t))dt
Jo

whenever <p e &([0, 1] : Rd) is absolutely continuous and satisfies <p(0) = x.

For all other tp e ^([0, 1] : Rd), we set Ix(tp) = oo .

The boundary d influences the rate function Ix through the function

L(0)(£, ß). Through equation (1.3) the form of L(0)(£, ß) incorporates a nec-

essary and sufficient condition for the stability of the one-component of a class

of controlled random walks. The necessary condition is for the large deviation

upper bound and the sufficient condition for the large deviation lower bound.

For example, with reference to the latter bound let us consider the problem of

estimating the probability that sup,e[0 ^ \\X"(t) - ßt\\ < e , where e > 0 and ß

is a vector in Rd satisfying ß\ = 0. In terms of the classical change of measure

argument one would consider changes of measures that shift the drifts of the

processes in the halfspaces A(1) and A(2) to /?(1) and /?(2), respectively, in

such a way that the event of interest has a probability of order 1 as «-»oo.

However, unless the constraints in formula (1.3) are satisfied, the probability

of the event is of order 0 as n —► oo. There is an analogous interpretation

of the constraints in (1.3) under the stochastic optimal control formulation of

the problem in Chapter 8 of [6]. As explained in [5, Lemma 5.2], the stability

constraints in (1.3) are needed in a related fashion in order to prove the large

deviation upper bound. We note that formula (1.3) is not a stability condition

on the original process but rather on the process obtained from the original
process by a change of measure.

The processes that will be studied in the present paper as models of queueing

systems are lattice-based jump Markov processes with discontinuous statistics

that generalize the type of discontinuity considered in [5] and in Chapter 8

of [6]. The present processes are defined in terms of much more complicated

geometries involving three or more regions of constant (or smooth) statistical

behavior separated by an arbitrary finite number of intersecting hyperplanes of

codimension one across which the statistical behavior can change discontinu-

ously. In the special case of two halfspaces one can show that the jump Markov

processes are superexponentially close to a sequence of processes of the form

(1.1) and that because of this the rate function for the corresponding queueing

system takes the same form as in equations ( 1.3)—(1.6). In the case of the gen-
eral queueing processes considered here, the difficulty in determining an explicit

formula for the rate function along intersections of two or more hyperplanes

arises from the extremely hard problem of determining necessary and sufficient

conditions for stability that are analogous to formula (1.3) and are valid for this

more complicated geometry. However, when additional structure is present—

for example, if the original network is a Jackson network—this problem can in

some cases be resolved.

In order to motivate the notation in this paper and to suggest the variety of

situations that we can handle, we give in Section 2 a detailed description of a
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special but interesting two-dimensional queueing system that we call the "mod-

ified join-the-shorter-queue" model. In subsequent sections we generalize this

example to a wide class of queueing systems having as state space a subset S*

of the ¿-dimensional integer lattice 7Ld , where d > 2. They may incorporate a

variety of input disciplines and service disciplines together with other features

such as feedback.
In the general setup described in Section 3, the assumptions are reasonably

weak. Condition 3.4 is a communication condition, which is satisfied for ex-

ample by any tandem queue as well as by the modified join-the-shorter queue

model of Section 2. Condition 3.1 has three components: that the state space

S? is partitioned into finitely many subsets called facets, that the jump intensi-

ties of the jump Markov processes modeling the queueing systems are constant

in each facet, and that only finitely many of the jump intensities are positive.

In Section 4 we consider queueing models for which the jump intensities have

some additional state dependence. Namely, we allow discontinuous statistics

that are defined by a state dependent jump intensity function r(x, v) that is

continuous, and not necessarily constant, within each facet. The processes of

Section 4 include the processes of Section 3 as a special case.

Theorem 4.3 states the large deviation principle for the jump Markov pro-

cesses of Section 4. Although we defer to that section the detailed characteriza-

tion of the rate function, it is worthwhile to outline here the main steps in the

proof.

• Proposition 3.7 obtains local large deviation estimates for "tubes" cen-
tered at paths mapping [0,1] into Rd and having constant velocities.

These paths have the form {x + ßt, t e [0, 1]}.

• Proposition 5.1 uses Proposition 3.7 and the Markov property to deduce

a local large deviation principle for tubes centered at a class of piecewise
linear, continuous paths mapping [0,1] into Rd . For such paths <p with

starting points x we obtain a local rate function Ix((p).

• The rate function in the large deviation principle stated in Theorem 4.3

is the lower semicontinuous regularization of the function Ix obtained

in the previous step.

Proposition 3.7 is proved for systems having jump intensities that are constant

within each facet of the state space. In the proof suitable large deviation prob-

abilities are represented in terms of the minimal cost functions of associated

stochastic optimal control problems, and a subadditivity-type argument is used

to show that the minimal cost functions satisfy appropriate limits. This is one

of the main contributions of the paper. Proposition 5.1 is proved by "localizing"

the jump intensities, obtaining jump intensities that are constant on each facet

and thus to which Proposition 3.7 can be applied. The localization argument is

given in Section 4 because it is needed to define the integrand of the local rate

function Ix. The large deviation principle stated in Theorem 4.3 is proved in

Section 5, and the local large deviation principle stated in Proposition 5.1 is

proved in Section 6.

The present paper shares some features with [6]. Like there, a key step in the

proof of the large deviation principle is to represent the large deviation proba-

bilities as the minimal cost functions of a sequence of stochastic optimal control
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problems. However, rather than use weak convergence methods to calculate the

limits of the minimal cost functions as we do in [6], here the existence of the

limits is shown using a subadditivity-type argument. Our experience in [6] leads

us to think that the weak convergence methods are convenient for treating prob-

lems in which an explicit formula for the rate function is available. Because in

the generality presented in this paper an explicit formula for the rate function is

in many cases not available, the weak convergence methods of [6] are not used.

We note that the stochastic control representation and weak convergence meth-

ods can be used to identify the rate function when identification is possible and

can be used to calculate the rate function numerically when identification is not

possible. These topics will be taken up in the sequel to this paper. Although we

will not enumerate such extensions, the general approach to the large deviation

analysis of queueing systems adopted in this paper can be extended in many

directions to cover numerous related queueing models.

2. Example: Modified join-the-shorter-queue model

In order to motivate the notation in this paper and to suggest the variety of

queueing systems that we can handle, we describe a two-dimensional queueing

system that is a special case of the general model considered in Section 3. We

refer to it as the "modified join-the-shorter-queue" model.

We consider a queueing system with two queues, three independent input

streams, and one class of customers. The first input stream feeds into queue

1 at the rate a > 0, the second input stream feeds into queue 2 at the rate

ß > 0, and the third input stream joins the shorter of the two queues at the

rate y > 0. If both queues are equal at the moment of arrival of a customer in

the third stream, then by tossing an independent fair coin the customer decides

which of the two queues to enter. In addition queues 1 and 2 serve customers

at the rates S > 0 and p > 0, respectively. The system is represented as in

Figure 1.

We model the system by a jump Markov process {X(t), t e [0, oo)} , where

X(t) = (Xi(t), X2(t)) and for each i e {1, 2} X¡(t) denotes the sum of the
number of customers waiting in queue / and the number of customers being

served in queue i. The state space of X(t) is the nonnegative quadrant

&> = {(j, k) e Z2 : j > 0, k > 0}

of the two-dimensional integer lattice 1? . At each point in the interior of 5?

the possible jump directions are the four nearest neighbors. At each point in

the boundary of 5? the possible jump directions are those nearest neighbors

lying in <¥. The jump intensities at each point in S? depend on where in 5?

the point lies.
In order to give a complete description, we introduce six subsets of R2 that

will lead to a partition of the state space S?. In preparation for the introduction

of the general queueing systems in Section 3, let us label the subsets using a

notation that is suited for this general case. Consider the vectors u/1' = (1, 0),

w^ = (0, 1), and u>(3) = (1,-1). For each i e {1, 2, 3} let o¡ represent one

of the symbols >,=,<. We label each facet by the notation J*"(°i.°2.°3) to
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Figure 1. The modified join-the-shorter-queue model.

indicate that the facet is the intersection of the three sets {y eR2 : (y, w^) o,

0}. In other words,

^r(°>'°^°>) = {y eR2 : (y, w{l]) o,0 for all 1 = 1,2,3}.

In terms of this notation we have

jr(>,>,» ^{vgl2:v, >y2>0},

gr(>,>,<) ±{y <zR2-.y2>yi >0},

^i>->'^ = {yeR2:yi=y2>0},

^>' = -» = {yeR2:yi > 0, y2 = 0},

^>'<» = {yel2:)'i =0, y2>0},

gr(=, = ,=) = {y g R2 ; y{  = y2 = ()}.

Each of the other sets of the form ^~(o' • ̂ •"^ has an empty intersection with

the state space S?.
For each of the sets in the last display, we refer to the nonempty intersection

^"(°i ,°2,°3) n J?7 as a facet of SP and use the same term when referring to the

sets ^"(°i '°2,°3) themselves. The first and second facets are each a "wedge" of

dimension 2; the third, fourth, and fifth facets are each a halfline of dimension

1 ; and the sixth facet is a vertex of dimension 0. Within each facet the jump

intensities are constant but they differ from facet to facet. The jump intensities

for any point in S? are represented in Figure 2.
This modified join-the-shorter-queue model satisfies both of the conditions

to be introduced in Section 3. In particular, the communication condition ex-

pressed in Condition 3.4 is satisfied because any point (a, b) e S? can be

reached with positive probability from any point (j, k) e 5? by a series of
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Figure 2. Jump intensities for the modified join-the-shorter-

queue model.

(\a - j\ + \b - k\) jumps. This is not the case for the standard join-the-shorter-

queue model. In the standard model, for (j, k) e (y<>>>>>>(jy(>'='>)) nS"

the jump to the point (j + 1, k) is suppressed, and for (j, k) e (^"(>->'<) u

y(=•>•<)) r\S* the jump to the point (j, k + 1) is suppressed. In order to

analyze the standard join-the-shorter-queue model, one must work with a suit-

able weakening of the communication condition. The relationship between the

modified join-the-shorter-queue model and the standard join-the-shorter-queue

model is analogous to the relationship between a nondegenerate diffusion pro-

cess and a degenerate diffusion process. Unfortunately, such degenerate queue-

ing systems seem at the present time to require a case-by-case treatment.

3. Definition of the local rate function

This section consists of two subsections. In the first we introduce a class of

queueing systems. They are defined in terms of a state space, a partition of

the state space into sets called facets, jump intensities that are constant in each
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facet, and a jump Markov process having these jump intensities. In the second

subsection we begin our study of these queueing systems, introducing a rate

function for a certain local large deviation principle. In order to prove this, we

represent the large deviation probabilities as the minimal cost functions of asso-

ciated stochastic optimal control problems (Theorem 3.3). The large deviation

limits are proved using this representation formula and a subadditivity-type ar-

gument. In Section 4 we will introduce a wider class of queueing systems in

which the jump intensities can have some additional state dependence. In order

to apply the material of Section 3 to these systems, we will have to carry out a

local analysis in the neighborhood of each point in the state space. This local

analysis will replace the original jump Markov process by a process having the

form given in Subsection 3.1.

3.1. A description of the local model. We consider a queueing system modeled

by a stationary jump Markov process. In order to describe the process, we take

as given the following data:

• The state space S^ of the process, which is a subset of TLd and contains

the origin 0.
• The jump intensities at each point x e 5?. These are of the form

{r(x,v),v € Zd}, where r(x, v) > 0 for all x and v and where

r(x, v) > 0 only if x + v e S?. The quantity r(x, v) gives the jump

intensity from x to x + v .

We call r(«, •) the jump intensity function. Additional assumptions on this

function are given in Conditions 3.1 and 3.4.

Let {X(t), t e [0, oo)} be a stationary jump Markov process with state space

S? and jump intensities {r(x, v), x e S?, v e Zd} . For x e S* and f any

bounded real-valued function on Zd these processes can be characterized by

their generators, which are of the form

■&f(x) = £ r(x, v) [fix + v)- f(x)].

For 0 < t\ < t2 < oo and A a subset of Rd we define 2?([t\, t2] : A) to

be the space of functions that map [t\, t2] into A and that are continuous

from the right and have limits from the left. The space 3>([t\, oo) : A) is
defined similarly. The jump Markov process {X(t), ie[0, oo)} takes values

in 3>([0,oo):<9p).
The structure of the queueing systems to be considered in this section depends

on a finite collection of nonzero vectors {w(,), /' = 1,2,... , k} , where each

iu(,) € Rd and each u>(,) has rational coordinates. This condition concerning

rational coordinates is needed in order to establish formula (3.5). In terms of

these vectors we define the facets of Rd associated with the given model. The

facets are defined by generalizing the notation introduced at the end of Section

2, where the modified join-the-shorter-queue was discussed. As we explain in

Condition 3.1, the jump intensities are to be constant in the intersection of each

facet with the state space S?.
Before defining the facets, let us anticipate an important issue concerning

the main result in this paper, which is the large deviation principle stated in

Theorem 4.3. Its proof relies on a localization argument based on a family of
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jump Markov processes that are related to the original jump Markov process

{X(t), t e [0, oo)} but are defined in terms of vectors w^ that in general are a

proper subset of those just introduced. The setup in this and the next subsection

is sufficiently broad to cover all these processes.

We return to the main development. For each i e {1, 2, ... , k} let o,

represent one of the three symbols >,=,<. We label each facet by the notation

y(0.'°*? to indicate that the facet is the intersection of the sets {y e Rd :

(y, «>(')) o, 0} . In other words,

(3.1) ^r(-°"-'°^ = {yeRd :(y,w{i))o¡0 for all i = 1, 2, ... , k}.

Note that if y e 9'^1-- '°k) , then ay e &%>**-***) for every a > 0. Thus

each facet y(°i>->°*) is a cone. Assumptions concerning these sets and the

jump intensity function r(x, v) are given in the next condition. Because of

the structure of the state space S* as expressed in part (a) of Condition 3.1,

the assumption that the jump intensities are constant in each of the facets is a

radial homogeneity condition. For each x the support of r(x, •) is defined to

be the set
Z(x) = {v eZd :r(x,v)>0}.

Condition 3.1. We consider a finite collection of nonzero vectors {ti>(,), /' = 1, 2,

..., k} in Rd such that each it/') has rational components.  We define the sets

gr(ox,...,oK) in terms ofthese vectors by equation (ZA). The sets {y(o'.0^C\^}

are a partition of S?. We refer to these sets as the facets of S?. For each sequence

of symbols (o,, ..., oK) we assume the following:

(a) If^'-'^nS^^®, then ^(0'.°")nZ¿cy.
(b) r(x,v) is independent of x e ^0l • -• °*> nS".

(c) For x € ^"(°i'-'°») nJ?7 the support Z(x) consists of a finite number of

vectors.

As we discussed in the Introduction and in Section 2, examples of facets are

"wedges," halflines, and the faces of the nonnegative orthant in Rd . Part (a) of

Condition 3.1 states that if any point in such a set is contained in 5?, then the

entire intersection of that set with iß is also contained in S?. In particular,
all positive integral multiples of any point in 9ri-°l.0,c) n S* are also in S?.

There are a number of direct consequences of Condition 3.1 that we will

need. For example, it implies that

(3.2) r(ax, v) = r(x, v)  if a > 0 and ax e S'.

It also implies that the cardinality of the support Z(x) has a bound that is

independent of x e S?. Hence there exists a positive integer B so that

(3.3) sup{||i;||:xe^,t;el(x)}<ß.

In addition Condition 3.1 guarantees the existence of a constant C e [1, oo)

such that

(3.4) l/C<r(x,t;)<C

for all x e 5e and v e Zd satisfying r(x, v) > 0. For any a > 0 we extend the

definition of r(-, •) from S? x Zrf to (aS^) x Zd by setting r(ax, v) = r(x, v)
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whenever x e<9* and v e Zd . Because of the radial homogeneity of the jump

intensity function, this extension is well defined. The extension will allow us to

define r(«, •) for certain scaled lattices that we introduce below.

For n e N we consider the scaled state spaces

S^n = i-y:y£S^\

and let T be the linear subspace

r={j?€E'/: (ß,w(i)) = 0 for all i = 1, 2, ... , k}=¿?{=.=).

Condition 3.1 and the fact that 0e^ imply that the scaled state spaces

{S?n , n e N} are "asymptotically dense" in Y in the sense that

r = {ß e Rd : ß = lim ß" for some sequence {ßn , n e N}

(3.5)
with each feTny").

In Proposition 3.7 in the next subsection we will prove a local large deviation

limit for vectors ß lying in this set T.

3.2. A rate function for the local model. In terms of the local model of the

previous subsection, we now introduce a sequence of scaled jump Markov pro-

cesses for which the large deviation principle will be proved. We then represent

the corresponding large deviation probabilities in terms of the minimal cost

functions of a sequence of associated stochastic optimal control problems. In

order to obtain the large deviation estimates, we will need a communication

condition for the jump Markov processes that will be used as a controllability

condition for the associated controlled jump Markov processes. This commu-

nication/controllability condition is given in Condition 3.4.

Let {X(t), t e [0, oo)} be the jump Markov process with state space £7 c

Zd , starting point X"(0) =ye S?n , and jump intensities r(x, v) satisfying

Condition 3.1. For n e N we define the processes {X"(t), t e [0, 1]} by the

formula

X"(t) = -X(nt).
n

For each fixed n this process is a stationary jump Markov process having state

space J?*" and taking values in ü?([0, 1] : S?n).  Using equation (3.2), one

easily verifies that for y e S?n  the generator of the process is given by the

formula

&nf(y) = n^r(y,v)[f(y + v/n) - f(y)] ,
v£2r<

where / is any bounded real-valued function on 5^n .

Let ß be any vector in Rd . For n e N, y e S"" , t e [0, 1], and e € (0, 1),

we define the conditional probability

pn(y,t;ß,e) = PvnA  sup ||*"(j)

where P", denotes probability conditioned on X"(t) - y. For our needs in

the next section we only need to consider those vectors ß lying in the subspace
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T. Our immediate goal will be to prove the existence of a convex function L

mapping Y into [0, oo) such that

lim lim liminf inf [—logp"(y, 0; ß, e)
£—0  .5^0     n—oo     {yeS"" : \\y\\<S}    \    n

(3.6) = lim lim lim sup sup ( — logp"(y, 0; ß, e)
e^0 <5->0     n-^oo     {y^S"< : \\y\\<S}   \    n

= L(ß).

These limits will be proved in Proposition 3.7. They will lead to the statement

of the large deviation principle in Section 4 and its proof in Sections 5 and 6.

The quantity L(ß) is uniquely determined by these limits.

In order to prove the limits in formula (3.6), we introduce the functions

(3.7) qn(y,t;ß,e) = -Uo%pn(y,t;ß,e),

where we set -logO = oo. Theorem 3.3 will represent qn(y,t;ß,e) as the

minimal cost function of a control problem. This representation of the large

deviation probabilities qn(y,t;ß,e) is a key step in the proof of the limits

(3.6).
We need several facts about the functions pn(y, t; ß, e). For / a bounded

function mapping &"1 into R, the formal adjoint (S?n)* of S?n is defined

by the formula

(&n)*f(y) = -n £ r[y, v) [f(y + v/n) - f(y)].

Fix n e N, ß e Rd, and e > 0. The functions p"(y, t; ß, s) satisfy the

Kolmogorov backward equations

ñn"(v   f R   f\

(3.8) P{y'dt'ß' E)=(^"yp"(y,t;ß,e)

for (y, t) e «S*" x (0, 1) satisfying \\y -tß\\<e;

the boundary condition

(3.9) pn(y, t; ß, e) = 0 for (y, t) €<9>n x [0, 1] satisfying ||y - tß\\ > e;

and the terminal condition

(3.10) pn(y, 1, ß,e) = 1 for y eS*" satisfying \\y - ß|| < s.

For fixed y e S?n let (t\(y), h(y)) denote the open interval of values iel

that satisfy ||y - tß\\ < e. If t2(y) < 1, then the boundary condition (3.9) is

valid in the "forward" /-direction; i.e., it is enforced in the sense that

lim pn(y,t;ß,e) = 0.
(Vît?)

The function p"(y, t; ß, e) is allowed to be discontinuous at / = t\(y) if

'i (y) > 0. Since for each y e &"1 there is a fixed upper bound on the number

of v £ Zd for which r(y, v) > 0, the system (3.8) is just a finite system of
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linear ordinary differential equations. It follows that the equations (3.8), (3.9),

and (3.10) have a unique solution.

We adopt the convention that [0, a] = 0 if a < 0 and that [b, 1] = 0 if
b > 1. Let 3§n be the set of all y £ S?n such that pn(y, t; ß, e) > 0 for some

t £ [0, 1] and consider any y € 3§n . It is easy to check that if pn(y, t ; ß, e) >

0, then pn(y, s ; ß, e) > 0 for all ie (h (y) V 0, /]. Therefore, given y £<%n

there are values t\(y) and t2(y) satisfying t\(y) < t\(y) < t2(y) < t2(y) such
that

pn(y, t;ß,e)>0ift£ (?,(y), t2(y)) n [0, 1]

and

p"(y, t;ß,e) = 0ift£[0, í,(y)] or / e [t2(y), 1].

In general we can take t\(y) = ti(y), although in general we may have t2(y) <

h(y) ■
We now write down the equations satisfied by the functions

qn(y, t; ß, s) = —logpn(y, t; ß, e).
n

For y £ 38n and t £ (f\(y), t2(y)) n (0, 1), we have the system of ordinary

differential equations

(3.11)       dq»(y   t-,ß,e) = ^ r(y, v)(exp(-n[q»(y + v/n, t; ß, e)

-qn(y,t;ß,e)])-l),

where we use the convention that exp(-oo) = 0. We also have

q"(y,t;ß,e) =oo    for (y, t) £ (S?n\3§n x [0, 1])

ö(^"x([0,h(y)]ö[t2(y), 1])),

and the terminal condition

(3.13) qn(y, 1 ; ß, e) = 0 for y e &* satisfying \\y - ß\\ < s.

3.3. A stochastic control representation. In Theorem 3.3 we introduce a stochas-

tic control representation for the functions qn(y, t; ß, e). This representation

will be used to establish the existence of the limits in formula (3.6). The stochas-

tic control representation consists of a controlled process and a cost structure.

Controlled process. Fix n £ N. A measurable function un(y, v , t) mapping

S"H x Zd x [0, 1] into [0, oo) is said to be a control. It will be sufficient to

consider only controls with the property that for (y, v , t) £ <9"n x Zd x [0, 1]

(3.14) un(y, v, t) > 0 implies r(y, v) > 0.

We recall the notation &n, l\[y), and t2(y) : y £ â§n iff pn(y, t; ß, e)

> 0 for some t £ [0, 1] ; if y € 3§n , then p"(y, t; ß, e) > 0 if t £

(h(y),h(y))n[0, 1] and p"(y, t; ß, e) = 0 if t £ [0, h(y)] or t£[t2(y), 1].

(3.12)
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We will require that for v £ Zd

un(y, v, t) = 0 if (y, 0 e (&>» \<%n) x[0, 1]

orif(y,f)e^'!x([0,?1(y)]U[/2(y), 1]).

Actually, the values of un(y, v, t) for such y and t are unimportant, and we

assume (3.15) simply to avoid ambiguity.

Let un(y, v, t) be a control satisfying properties (3.14) and (3.15). The

controlled process is a nonstationary jump Markov process {H"(i), t £ [0, 1]}

with state space &"* and, for each y e S?n , v £ Zd , and t £ [0, 1], the jump

intensity un(y, v, t) from y to y + v/n at time /. The generators of the

controlled processes are given by the formula

(3.16) (&nf)(y, t) = nJ2 W(y,v,t) [f(y + v/n)-f(y)] ,
v&Ld

where / is any bounded real-valued function on 5^n. Although the process

E" and the generators 5fn depend on the control u" , we do not indicate this

dependence in the notation.

It will turn out for the optimal control, and in fact for any control with finite

cost under the cost structure to be introduced below, that u"(y, v , t) —► oo as

/ —» t2(y) for certain values of v whenever t2(y) < 1 . Since we do not require

that the controls be bounded for all (y, v , t), we must take care to ensure the

existence of the controlled processes. We will say that the control u" has an

associated controlled process starting at y at time t if the following hold: there

exists a Markov process {E"(t), s £ [t, 1]} on some probability space such that

the process is unique in law, E"(t) — y with probability 1, and

f (S"(J), s) - <p(y ,i)-J ^(S^(t),t) + j,>(H„(T) f t¡j ^

is a martingale in s for j e [i, 1] for any bounded function <p : S?n x[t, 1] i->

R for which <p(y, s) is continuously differentiable in 5 for each value of y £

S?" . For example, if the control u" is bounded, then such a process {E"(t), t £

[0, 1]} exists. This leads to the following definition.

Definition 3.2. If a control u" satisfies properties (3.14) and (3.15) and if it

has an associated controlled process {E"(s), s £ [t, \]}, then the control will

be called an admissible control.

Cost structure. For t £ [0, 1], a path <p £ D([t, 1] : ¿T"1), a vector ß £ Rd,

and a number s > 0, we define the exit time

(3.17) rt(t,<p;ß,e) = inf{s£[t, \]: \\<p(s) - sß\\ > e}

and follow the convention that the infimum over the empty set is oo. Thus

n(t, (p; ß, e) = oo if and only if \\tp(s) - sß\\ < e for all ie[!, 1]. For a £ R

we also define the nonnegative function

¡a\oga-a+\     rfo>0,
(3J8) ^(û)-\oo ifû<0
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and for w £ [0, 1] U {00} the function

i-i im 1     \   •    JO if W = OO,
(3-19) g(w) = < .e     _ m   „V ' e>\     / 1 Qo       xf y; g [0,   1].

The function £ has superlinear growth in the sense that

lim £(a)/a = 00.
a—>oo

The definition of the stochastic control problem is completed by defining the

minimal cost function

(3.20)

V(y,t;ß,e)

4- V    »-(a»(j),t;)    y

+ *(*(',E";/?,e))l.

The infimum in this formula is taken over all admissible controls and associated

controlled processes, E" ,{•} denotes expectation conditioned on En(t) = y,

and when r = u = 0, we set r£(u/r) — 0. We need some terminology. The

expected value in the definition of V"(y, t; ß, e) is called the cost with respect

to the admissible control u" . If V(y, t ; ß, e) < 00 , then clearly the infimum

in the definition of Vn(y, t; ß, e) can be taken over all admissible controls

having finite cost. In addition, the integrand depending on 5 which appears

in the definition of V"(y, t; ß, e) is called the running cost while the term

g(n(t, 5" ; ß, e)) is called the exit cost. For 0 < t\ < t2 < 1 we refer to the

term

2 £ r(E"(s), v) £(u"(E"(s), v , s)/r(E"(s), v)) ds
l]    v€Zd

as the expected integrated running cost over the interval [t\, t2].

The next theorem shows that the function q"(y, t ; ß, e) equals the minimal

cost function V(y, t; ß, e). We emphasize that the proof of the theorem
does not require the special structure of the jump intensity function stipulated

in Condition 3.1. In fact it is valid for any jump Markov process satisfying

Condition 4.1, which appears in the next section and includes Condition 3.1

as a special case. Because of this, in Section 6 we will be able to apply the

theorem to other jump Markov processes arising in the paper. In [6] we derive

analogous representation formulas and apply them to the study of a variety of
large deviation phenomena for several classes of Markov processes. Theorem

3.3 is proved in an appendix.

Theorem 3.3. We assume Condition 3.1 or Condition 4.1. Then for each n £ N,
y £S?n , t £ [0, 1], ß £ Rd, and e > 0, we have

qn(y,t;ß,e) = V(y,t;ß,e).
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We next state an important assumption on the processes {X"(t), t £ [0, 1]} .

The condition is stated for the original unsealed system so that it is easier to
interpret.

Condition 3.4 (Communication/Controllability Condition). Given x £ S?, let

N(x) be the set of points of the form {x + v : r(x, v) > 0}; thus N(x) —

x + ~L(x), where Z(x) denotes the support of r(x, •). The set N(x) can be

thought of as a "neighborhood" of points that are reachable from x in a single

jump. We assume that there exists a positive integer K such thai for each pair of

points x and y in S? there exists a positive integer J satisfying J < K\\x-y\\
and a sequence {xo, x\ , ... , xj} such that xq = x, xj = y, and Xj+\ £ N(xj)

for each j = 0, 1,...,/- 1.

This condition can be thought of as a communication condition for the orig-
inal jump Markov process and, as we will see later on, it will be used as a

controllability condition for the controlled jump Markov processes {En(t), t £

[0, 1], « £ N}. The condition implies that with positive probability each
point y £ S? can be reached from any other point x £ S? by a sequence

{jco, X\, ... , Xj} that progresses through the sets N(xj) and also that the

length of this sequence is bounded above by a fixed constant K times the dis-

tance from x to y.
Conditions 3.1 and 3.4 allow us to establish the following key lemma.

Lemma 3.5. Assume Conditions 3.1 and 3.4 and let t\ be a number in [0,1).

Define the positive integer B by equation (3.3) and the positive integer K by
Condition 3.4. The following conclusions hold.

(a) Let r¡ £ (0, 1 ) be given. Then there exist quantities N £ N, So > 0, and

a £ (0, 1 - ii) with the following properties. If n > N, if ô £ (0, So), and if
y £ â"1 and Ç £ S"1 satisfy \\y - £|| < S, then there is an admissible control

a" with the property that if E" is the associated controlled process satisfying
E"(ti)=y, then

(3.21) Py"Ji{En(tl+o)=^} = l,

.

(3.22) P;A    sup     \\En(s)-a<BKô\ = \,
yse[h,h+o] J

and the expected integrated running cost over the interval [t\, t\ + a] satisfies
the inequality

[Jtl      vez" J

For all sufficiently small n £ (0, 1) we can take So = f]/(2K) and o = in for

some positive constant i. With this choice, S0 —> 0 and o —* 0 as n —> 0.

(b) Alternatively, let a £ (0, 1 - ii) be given. Then there exist quantities

N £ N, ôo > 0, and D £ (0, oo) with the following properties. If n > N,
if ô £ (0, S0), and if y £ <9*n and t; e S""1 satisfy \\y - ¿;|| < S, then there
is an admissible control W with the property that if En is the associated con-

trolled process satisfying En(t\) = y, then formulas (3.21) and (3.22) hold and
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the expected integrated running cost over the interval [ti, t\ + o] satisfies the
inequality

V

" £ r(E"(s), v) £(U"(E"(s), v , s)/r(En(s), vj) ds\ < D.

Proof. The proof of part (a) is fairly lengthy. Once we have proved part (a), the

proof of part (b) is almost immediate.

Proof of part (a). We give the proof for the case t\ = 0. The proof for arbitrary

t\ £ [0, 1 ) can be handled with only minor notational modifications since the

problem is translation invariant in the time variable. For n £ N and x £ S?n

we define the set Nn(x) = {x + v/n : r(x, v) > 0}. Since we have assumed

Condition 3.4, for the given y and £ we can find a positive integer J satisfying

/ < nK\\y - £|| < nKS and a sequence {yn, y\, ..., yj] such that yo = y ,
yj = t;, and yj+x £ Nn(yj) for each ; e {0, 1,..., J- 1} .

It is useful to introduce a second jump Markov process {Yn(t), t £ [0, oo)}

defined as follows. The state space of Y" is the unbounded set *F" = {0, \/n,

2/n, ...} ; Y"(0) — 0 ; for each nonnegative integer j the jump intensity from

j/n to (j + l)/n is n while the jump intensities from j/n to any other state
is zero. For a > 0 we define the probability

pn(a,ô) = P{Yn(o)>KÔ]

and the quantity

qn(o,ô) = -l-\ogpn(o,ô).

Cramer's Theorem for the sample mean of i.i.d. Poisson random variables im-
plies that

(3.23) lim qn(o,ô) = o       inf      £(b/o),
n—oo {b€R:b>KÖ}

where the function £ is defined in equation (3.18).

We continue with the proof of the lemma, claiming that for each «eN the

quantity qn(o, ô) has a representation in terms of a stochastic optimal control

problem. In this case the controls are measurable functions un(z, t) mapping

*F" x [0, 1] into [0, oo). Since the process [Yn(t), ie[0, a]} has only one

type of jump, the controls do not have a v-dependence. We will say that the
control w" has an associated controlled process starting at y at time t if the

following hold: there exists a Markov process {¥"(t), í € [0, a]} on some

probability space such that the Markov process is unique in law, T"(0) = 0

with probability 1, and

<p(E"(t),t)-<p(0,0)

[ (^(5¡(TT)'T) + n u"(?"(r), t)) U»(T"(t) + \/n, x)

-<p(T»(T),T)]]dT
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is a martingale in t for t £ [0, o] for any bounded function cp : S?n x [0, er] —►

R for which <p(y, s) is continuously differentiable in s for each value of y €

*F" . If a control un has an associated controlled process {T"(t), t £ [0, a]} ,

then the control will be called an admissible control. For / any bounded real-

valued function on *F" and t £ [0, a], the associated controlled process has

the generator

(s/"f)(z ,t) = n un(z, t) [f(z + l/n) - f(z)].

The corresponding minimal cost function is given by the formula

V"(a,S) = inf E^J   £(u"(T"(s), s))ds + g[0,Kg)(T"(o))^ ,

where the infimum is taken over all admissible controls un, £${•} denotes

expectation conditioned on T"(0) = 0, and

, v .   Í0      if z>K6,
glo,KS)[z) = \00    iize[o,KÔ).

By straightforwardly adapting the proof of Theorem 3.3, one shows that

qn(o,ô) = Vn(o,ô).

In fact, since the present control problem does not involve an exit time, the

proof of this representation is easier than the proof of Theorem 3.3.

Since the limit (3.23) holds, given any 0 > 0 there exists N £ N and for

each n> N there exists an admissible control u" such that

q»(<j,S) < E5 { f £(u"(Tn(s),s))ds + g[o,KS](r"(o)))
Uo J

< a       inf      £(b/o) + 6 < oo.
{b€U:b>KS}

We denote by P0" probability conditioned on T"(0) = 0. The last inequality

implies that

(3.24) ES{g[0,KS)(rn(<7))} = 0 or PQn{T"(o) > KÔ} = 1

and that

(3.25) ES\ [a£(u"(T"(s),s))ds}<a       inf      £(b/o) + 6.
(JO J {*6R : b>KS]

We would like to adapt the control u" for the T" process so that it can

be applied to the E" process. In order to do this, it is useful to introduce an

inverted tree structure with the point c\ at the top of the inverted tree. We call

the top level /. The tree has the following properties: each point y £ S?n

appears at most once in the tree; each point y € S?n satisfying \\y - ¿;|| < ô

appears exactly once in the tree at level 0 or higher; if the point y appears

in the tree at level i < J, then there is a vector vy with r(y, vy) > 0 and a

point z — y + Vy/n in the tree at level i + 1. Such a tree exists by Condition
3.4. Informally, for each / e {1, 2, ... , /} level J - i of the tree contains

all points for which the smallest number of jumps needed to reach the point t\
is i.
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We can now adapt the control un for the T" process, which has the state

space *F" , so that it can be applied to the En process, which has the state space

5*" . Any point y £ 5^n that is at level j in the tree is identified with the

point j/n £ *F" . For such a point y, we define

un(v  v   t)^[u"U/n,t)      if v = vy,
u(y,v,t)-<^0 otherwise.

When the process E" hits the state ¿¡, we stop the process by defining

Un(tl,v, r) = 0 for all v £ Zd.

Thus, aside from relabeling the states according to their level and stopping

the process E" when it reaches £, the processes {Tn(t), t £ [0, er]} and

{E"(t), t £ [0, er]} are the same. For the latter process the quantity s" is
an admissible control. Equation (3.24) and the fact that J < nKS imply that

/>%{3?((7) = £}=!•

Let {y7•, j = 0, 1, ... , /} , J < J, be a sequence of states that the process

E" could possibly visit given a starting point y o satisfying ||y0 - Ç\\ <ô. Then

1 ■/_1 1

Hence we obtain the equality

n «—' n
>=J

sup  \\E"(s)-c;\\<BKö\ = l.
s€[0,a] J

We next estimate the expected integrated running cost corresponding to the

use of the control u" . According to equation (3.4) there exists a constant

C e [1, oo ) such that

(3.26) l/C <r(x,v)<C

for any n £ N, x £ S?n , and v £ Zd satisfying r(x ,v)>0. For «eN and

x £ S?n let |Z(x)| denote the number of elements in the set I(x). Condition

3.1 implies that there exists M £ N so that

(3.27) sup   sup   |Z(jc)| < M.

Finally let A £ (0, oo) and a £ (0, oo) satisfy

r£(u/r) < A£(u) + a for all u £ [0, oo) and all r £ [l/C, C].
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Since £(0) = 1, we have for each n £ N satisfying n > N

E"A f £ r(E"(s), v) /(a»(H»(5), v, s)/r(E»(s), v)) ds 1
[Jo  veza J

(3.28) - EÚÍ" (CM + A¿(un(rn(s), s)) + a)ds\

<CMo + ao + AEÚ f £(u"(T"(s),s))\ds

<o(CM + a) + oA       inf      £(b/o) + A6.
{b€R:b>KS}

The last step uses the inequality (3.25). The conclusion of part (a) of the lemma

now follows from the following choices of constants:

a = n/[2(CM + a)], ô0 = o/(2K), d = n/2A, N picked as in the proof .

Note that because £(l) = 0 the chosen value of So implies that

inf      i(b/o) = Q   for all ¿6(0, ô0).
{b€R:b>KS} '

Proof of part (b). Working with the given value of a, we follow the proof of

part (a) through display (3.28). The conclusion of part (b) holds with D given

by the last line of this display. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.5.   □

Remark 3.6. The proof of Lemma 3.5 uses Condition 3.4 but not the full force

of Condition 3.1. In fact, the proof uses only two consequences of Condition

3.1; namely, the bounds (3.26) and (3.27). Because of this, in Section 6 we

will be able to apply the lemma to other jump Markov processes arising in the

paper,   d

We introduce the set

S*°° = {£ £ Rd : cj = lim C for some sequence {¿¡" , n £ N}
n—*oo

with eachf" £^n).

Together, Conditions 3.1 and 3.4 imply that S*°° is the effective "limit state
space" of the process. By this we mean the following: given any point £ e 5^°°

and any à > 0, then for all sufficiently large n there exists at least one point

in 5e"1 that is within J of y and that communicates with all other points in

<5*n . We can now prove the main result of this section.

Proposition 3.7. Assume Conditions 3.1 and 3.4 and consider the linear subspace

r = {ß £ Rd : (ß, Wi) = Ofor all i =1,2, ..., k} = F{=.=).

Let numbers 0 < t\ < t2 < I and a vector ß £ T be given. For y £ £7n and

e > 0 define the conditional probability

pn(y,h,t2;ß,e) = P;j\   sup   \\Xn(s) - (s - tx)ß\\ < e \ .
[s€ltl,t2] J
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Then there exists a quantity L(ß) £ [0, oo) such that the following limits hold:

(   1 \
S a H^f {yeJnL<s}  {~ñ l0èP"{y ' h> h >ß ' e))

(  i A(3.29) = lim lim lim sup sup I — logpn(y, t\, t2 ; ß, e) 1
£-»0 ¿-.0     n^oo      {yçS"" : ||y>||<á}    \     " /

In particular, taking t\ — 0 am/ r2 = 1 and using the notation pn(y ,0; ß, e) =

pn(y, 0, 1 ; /?, e), we have

lim lim lim inf inf I—logp"(y, 0; ß, e))
£—0  ,?->0     «—oo     {>-6j^« : ||y||<<5} \    n )

(3.30) = lim lim lim sup sup ( — logp"(y, 0; ß, e)\
£—0  á^O     «-.oo      {yzS?» : \\y\\<6} \    n J

= L(ß).

Proof. We will prove the limits in formula (3.30). The limits in formula (3.29)

follows from these by a change of time variable. Concerning the limits in (3.30)
we will give the proof for the case ß = 0. As we remark at the end of the proof,

the proof for an arbitrary vector ß £ Y is almost the same.

Recall the definition (3.7)

qn(y,t;ß,e) = -^logpn(y,t;ß,e).

We use the representation for q"(y, 0; 0, e) given by Theorem 3.3 and begin

by first considering the case when y = 0. Let m and n be positive integers

such that m > n and define the quantity 6 = m/n . We denote by er £ (0, 1)

a number to be specified below and set A = (1 + a)/6. We will partition the

interval [0,1] into the intervals [/'A, iA + A), /' e {0, 1, ..., [1/A]} , and the
interval [A[l/A], 1]. For aeR, [a] denotes the integral part of a.

We write the interval [0, A) as

[0,A) = [0, l/0)U[l/6,(l+a)/d).

The aim of the first part of the proof is to construct for a suitable choice of

o £ (0, 1) and for sufficiently large m > n controls um and um on each

of the subintervals [0, I/o) and [0, o/d) and from these controls to obtain
a suitable composite control on the entire interval [0, A). We consider the

second subinterval followed by the first one.

According to part (a) of Lemma 3.5, for any n £ (0, 1 ) there exist quantities

So > 0, er £ (0, 1), and N £ N such that for any n > N there exists an

admissible control ü" and an associated controlled process {En(t), t £ [0, a]}

with the following properties. If e £ (0, So) and if the process E" starts at

time 0 at a point y e 5fn satisfying ||y|| < e, then

• with probability 1 the control moves 2" to the origin at time a ;
• with probability 1  ||2"(s)|| < BKe for all s £ [0, er] ;
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• the expected integrated running cost over the interval [0, a] is no greater

than n .

For the remainder of the proof we will assume that e £ (0, ôo). We now adapt

the control a" so that it can be applied to the process Em(t) for t in the

interval [0, cr/0]. We do this via the definition

(3.31)
üm(x,v,t) = ü"(dx,v, dt) îoxx£5fim,v £Zd, andre[0, a/6],

where 6 = m/n . In the sense of equality of distributions, we have

1
(3.32) i En(6t) = Em(t) for t £ [0, o/d].

o

The definition (3.31) yields an admissible control Um with the properties that

if the process Em starts at time 0 at a point y e S^m satisfying ||y|| < e/6,

then

• with probability 1 the control moves Em to the origin at time o/d ;

• with probability 1 ||2m(i)|| < BKe/6 for all se[0, o/d] ;
• the expected integrated running cost over the subinterval [0, o/d] is no

greater than n/6.

We now construct a suitable control um that is applied on the subinterval

[0, 1/6). Condition 3.4 and the asymptotic density property expressed in equa-
tion (3.5) imply the existence of a number No £ N such that qn(0, 0;0, e) £

[0, oo) for all n > No. We now take n > N V No , where the number N was

defined at the beginning of the last paragraph. For n £ (0, 1) and n > N V /V0

let ün be an admissible control that is »/-optimal in the representation for

q"(0, 0; 0, e) given in Theorem 3.3. In other words, if {En(t), t £ [0, 1]} is

the associated controlled process, then the cost with respect to w" is within n

of the infimum ^"(0, 0 ; 0, e), or

EÜ / Tr(En(s),v)£(ü"(E"(s),v,s)/r(E"(s),v))ds
Jo rzt*

+g(n(0,En;0,e))\

<V"(0,0;0,e) + n = q"(0,0;0,e) + ri

This implies that with probability 1 g(n(0, 2"; 0, e)) = 0, which in turn
means that under the control ün we have with probability 1 7r(0,2";0,e) = oo

and so ||H"(s)|| < e for all s £ [0, 1].
We next adapt the control w" so that it can be applied to the process Em(t)

for t in the subinterval [0, 1/8]. We do this via the analogous definition

(3.33)
üm(x,v, t) = ün(dx, v, dt) for x £ S?m , v £ Zd, andf€[0, 1/0],
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where 0 = m/n . In the sense of equality of distributions, we have as in equation

(3.32)

^E"(dt) = Em(t)  for t£ [0,1/0].

The definition (3.33) yields an admissible control üm with the properties that

• with probability 1  ||2m(.s)|| < e/0 for all s e [0, 1/0] and in particular

||2-(l/0)||<e/0;
• since BK>1, with probability 1 ||2w(j)|| < BKe/6 for all ie[0, 1/0] ;
• the resulting expected integrated running cost over the subinterval

[0, 1/0] is bounded above by [q"(0, 0;0, e) + n]/6 .

We now define a composite control um that is applied to the process Em(t)

for t in the interval [0, A). This control is given by the formula

um(x, v, t)
jüm(x,v,t) for í G [0, 1/0),

\Um(x,v,t-l/d)      for re [1/0, (1+ct)/0) = [1/0,A).

This composite control is well defined. Indeed, the second control um (x, v , t -

1/0) requires the process Em to start at time 1/0 at a point y e <5^m satis-

fying ||y|| < e/0, and under the first control üm(x, v, t) the process Em at

time 1/0 satisfies ||2m(l/0)|| < e/0 with probability 1. Under the use of
the composite control, with probability 1 the process Em starts at the origin

at time 0 and returns to the origin at time A. In addition, when this con-

trol is used, the expected integrated running cost over the interval [0, A) is no

greater than [q"(0, 0;0, e) + 2n]/6. Since with probability 1 the composite
control um returns the process to the origin at time A, suitable translations of

the same control can be used for t in each interval of the form [t'A, i A + A),
i £ {0,1, ... , [1/A]}, and for t in the last interval [A[l/A], 1]. We denote
the composite control over the entire interval [0, 1 ] by the same symbol um .

Under the control um the expected integrated running cost over the interval

[0, 1] satisfies the inequality

E™o I /   Yl r(2w(i) • v) t(um(Em(s), v, s)/r(Em(s), v)) ds

<l-^-[qn(0,0;0,e) + 2n].

Under the control um we also have ||2m(s)|| < BKe/6 for all 5 e [0,1]

with probability 1. Thus if n > N V N0 and m > BKn, then ||2m(5)|| < e
for all j e [0, 1] with probability 1, and so with probability 1 the exit cost
g(7t(0, 2m ; 0, e)) equals 0. The representation formula qm(0, 0; 0, e) =

Vm(0, 0; 0, e) (Theorem 3.3), the definition of Vm(0, 0; 0, e) as an infimum

over admissible controls, and the bound on the expected integrated running cost
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given in the last display now yield

qm(0,0;0,e)

^E?o\ t Yir(Em(s),v)£(um(Em(s),v,s)/r(Em(s),v))ds
(3.34) y'   [Jo £¿

< ^4-^[9"(0, 0;0,e) + 2n].
u

This is the type of bound that arises in proving the existence of limits involving

subadditive functions (see [13, Lemma 3.11]).

We are now ready to prove the limits in formula (3.30) for ß = 0. For each

n > N V No the quantities q"(0, 0; 0, e) are monotonically nondecreasing as
e -> 0. Hence the quantity

L(0) = lim lim inf qn(0, 0; 0, e)
£—.0    n—>oo

is well defined. We prove below that L(0) is finite. In the inequality (3.34) we

take first m —► oo and then n —> oo. We find that

lim sup qm(0,0;0,e) <L(0) + 2n
m—Kx>

and therefore that

lim lim sup qm(0,0;0,e) <L(0) + 2rj.
£—>0    m—»oo

Sending n -> 0, we obtain

lim lim sup qm(0, 0; 0, e) < L(0).
£-.0     m—oo

These calculations show that

(3.35) lim lim sup qm(0, 0; 0, e) = lim lim inf qm(0, 0; 0, e) = L(0).
E->0     m-«oo £-*0    m->oo

The desired limits in formula (3.30) involve the infimum and the supremum
over the set {y e S?n : ||y|| < <5}, where ô is sent to zero before e is sent

to zero. Fix e e (0, 1) and let n e (0, 1) be given. Using the representation

formula in Theorem 3.3 and part (a) of Lemma 3.5, we see that there exist
N e N, ô0 > 0, and o £ (0, 1) such that if n > N, if Ö e (0, ô0), and if
y e S"n satisfies ||y|| < S , then

\q"(y, 0; 0, e) - ^"(0, a; 0, e)| = \V"(y, 0; 0, e) - V"(0, a; 0, e)| < n.

Furthermore, for all sufficiently small n e (0, 1) we can take a = in for some

constant t. We have already proved the limit in equation (3.35), and by a

change of time variable we can obtain from this the limit

lim liminf qm(0, o;0,e) = lim lim sup qm(0, a; 0,e) = (1 - cr) • L(0).
£-.0    m-«oo £-.0     m->oo

Hence there exists Ni e N such that for any n> N V N\

\qn(0, 0; 0, e) - qn(0,o;0, e)| < (2 + L(0)i)n.
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It follows that for any n > N V AT, , S e (0, S0), ye S?n satisfying ||y|| < Ô,
and e e (0, 1)

\qn(y,0; 0, e) - ^(0, 0; 0, e)| < (3 + L(0)t)^.

The limits in formula (3.30) for ß = 0 follow from this bound; from the

finiteness of L(0), which is proven next; and from the limit (3.35).

We now prove that L(0) e [0, oo). Let e e (0, 1) be given and let y

be any point in S"1 that satisfies ||y|| < e/2BK. According to part (b) of
Lemma 3.5 with t\ = 0 and a = 1, for all sufficiently large n e N and all

sufficiently small e e (0, 1) there exists a quantity D £ (0, oo) that is inde-

pendent of e and an admissible control u" with the following properties. If

{2"(t), t £ [0, 1]} is the associated controlled process and if 2"(0) = 0, then
with probability 1 2"(1) = y, supJ€[0>i] ||2"(s)|| < e/2, and the expected in-

tegrated running cost over the interval [0,1] corresponding to the use of the

control u" is bounded above by D. The second of these properties implies
that with probability 1 the exit cost g(n(0, 2" ; 0, e)) equals 0. The represen-

tation formula q"(0, 0; 0, e) = V"(0, 0; 0, e) (Theorem 3.3), the definition
of V"(0, 0; 0, e) as an infimum over admissible controls, and the bound on

the expected integrated running cost just given imply that for all sufficiently

small e e (0, 1 ) and all sufficiently large n e N

6/"(0,0;0,e)<£><oo

and thus that L(0) e [0, D].
For ß = 0 we have completed the proof of the limits in formula (3.30) and

thus the proof of the limits in formula (3.29). In order to prove the limits for

arbitrary jieTwe proceed in essentially the same way. We recall in the proof

just given for the case ß = 0 that the control returns the process Em(t) to the

origin at each time t = t'A, t e {1, ... , [1/A]} . In order to treat the case of
arbitrary ß £ Y the control will be chosen to return the process at each of these

times to a suitable point that is in S*m and that is near the point t'A/?.   g

The next proposition gives a convexity property of the function L(-).

Proposition 3.8. Assume Conditions 3.1 and 3.4 and consider the linear subspace

Y = {ß £ Rd : (ß, Wi) = Ofor all i = 1, 2, ..., k} = &1?—%

Let L be the function defined on Y that satisfies the limits in equation (3.29).

Then L is a finite convex function on Y.

Proof. Let pW, pW e R and ßW, ß& e Y satisfy pW > 0, p™ > 0, and
pW + pm = i . Define the quantity ß = pWßW + pMßM . According to
Proposition 3.7, for any 0 < t\ <t2 < I and each t = 1, 2

/
lim lim lim inf inf (— lo%pn(y, r,, r2 ; ß{i), e) )
MO  W     »-oo      {yeS" : \\y\\<6}    \     « /

(3.36)      = lim lim lim sup sup ( — logp"(y, t\, t2; ß(,), e) )
e—0 ¿—0     „-.oo     {v€c5^" : \\y\\<S}    \    n )

= (í2-í,).L(/?«>).
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Let e > 0 be given and choose N e N such that

N-x max{p^\\ß^ - ß\\, pW\\ßW - ß\\} < e/2.

Define S{*¡ = 0 and choose numbers Ô{01), ô{02), <5,(1), ô[2),... ,"$!,, ôf_x sat-
isfying the inequalities

0 < 6™ < á<2) < ¿,(1) < á{2) <      < ¿«Ji, < ¿g.-j < e/4.

It follows from the Markov property and the fact that the probabilities are

unchanged by translations of the initial condition in Y that

--log/7"(0,0;^,e)

/    1 \\
< Y, SUP -¿logWy, 7/^, (j + Pw)/N; ßM,ajl))

j=o{yeJ7":\\y\\<sfli} \   n ''

N-l ,     . v

+ E SUP (--logp"(y,(j + p^)/N,(j+l)/N;ß^,of)).
j=o {ye*"1 ■■ l|v||<<5<"} v   " '/

We take limits in this inequality in the following order:   n —► oo, Sq    —* 0,

¿¿2) -» 0, S\l) -► 0, •••   , S1^ -» 0, ¿j^ - 0, e -» 0. By using formula

(3.36), we obtain

L(ß) = L{pMßW + pMßM) < p^HßW) + pWL(ßW).

This proves that L(-) is convex on Y. The finiteness of L(-) was shown in

Proposition 3.7.   d

The next lemma gives an inequality that will be used in the last result in

this section. We omit the straightforward proof, which is based on elementary

inequalities.

Lemma 3.9. Let y > 0 and C £ [1, oo) be given. Then there exists 0 e (0, oo)

such that for all u e [0, oo) and real numbers r\ and r2 satisfying

ki-f2l<0,   l/C<rx<C,   l/C<r2<C,

we have the inequality

(1 - y) r2£(u/r2) - y < r, £(u/rx) < (1 + y) r2l(u/r2) + y.

The nonnegative function £ is defined in formula (3.18).

For use in Section 6 we want to consider a parametrized family of jump

intensity functions rx(x, v), where À takes values in some subset A of Rd .

For a fixed Xq £ A and each point x £ 5? we define the set

Z0(x)±{v£Zd:rXo(x,v)>0}.

We have the following fact.

Lemma 3.10. Suppose that in place of the jump intensity function r(x, v)  we

consider a parameterized family of jump intensity functions r¿(x, v ), where X
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takes values in some subset A of Rd. Assume that Conditions 3.1 and 3.4 hold

with /•(•, •) replaced by rx(-, •) for each X £ A, that rx(x, v) = 0 for each

x £ 5* and v e Zd \ £0(x), mat the function mapping X £ A i—► rx(x, v)

is uniformly continuous for each x e 5? and v e Xo(x), and that there exists
C £ [1, oo) such that for all x £5? and v e Xo(x)

(3.37) l/C < inf rx(x, v) < sup/^x, v) < C.
¿€A A€A

Finally, for each X e A and ß £Y we define the quantity Lx(ß) by Proposition

3.7 with r(x,v) replaced by rx(x,v). Then for each ß e Y the function

mapping X e A i—► Lx(ß) is uniformly continuous.

Proof. The inequality (3.37) implies that for each point x £ S? and X e A

{v£Zd: rx(x ,v)>0} = {v£Zd: rXo(x, v) > 0} = I0(x).

For weN, X£ A, y £SÍ"1, te[0, 1], yS e Rrf , and ee (0, 1 ), we denote by
q"(y, t; ß, e) and ^"(y, r ; /?, e) the quantities obtained from q"(y, t; ß, e)

and V(y, t; ß, e) by replacing the original jump intensity function r(-, •)
by 'iOi •) • Theorem 3.3 yields the representation formula q"(y, t; ß, e) =

Vxn(y,t;ß,e). The present lemma is a direct consequence of this equality, the

definition of Lx(ß), the fact that Zo(jc) is a finite set for each x e S", and
Lemma 3.9.   D

This completes our study of the local model. In the next section we formulate

the large deviation principle for a class of processes that extends the one just
considered.

4. Statement of the large deviation principle

In Theorem 4.3 we state the large deviation principle for a class of processes
that extends the class considered in the last section. The point of the extension is

to allow some additional state dependencies in the jump intensities. The proof
of the theorem involves a localization argument that will allow us to apply the

results of the previous section. All of the notations and conventions of Section

3 remain in effect except for part (b) of Condition 3.1, in which we assumed

that the jump intensities are constant on each facet ^°.•°*) nS" of S*. By
using additional localization methods we can extend the range of applicability

of Theorem 4.3 to include a number of other queueing systems, such as systems
with finite buffers. An example of how this is done is given in Example 4.4 at

the end of the section.

In order to define the processes of the present section, we are given a state
space S? which is a subset of Zd containing the origin. For each n e N we
define the scaled state space

^n = [^-y.y£^\,

and the limit state space

5"°° = {£, £ Rd : c¡ = lim c¡" for some sequence {{",«€ N}
n—»oo

with each i" e^"}.
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We are also given a jump intensity function r(-, •) that maps Rd x Zd into

[0, oo). For x £ S? and v e Zd r(x, v) > 0 only if x + v e S?. For each

x £ Rd the support of r(x, •) is defined to be the set

Z(x) = {v £Zd :r(x,v)>0}.

Condition 3.1 is now replaced by the following condition, which generalizes it.

Parts (a) and (b) have already been discussed immediately after Condition 3.1.

Condition 4.1. We consider a finite collection of nonzero vectors {iu(í), i = 1, 2,

...,7c} in Rd such that each io(i) has rational components. We define the sets

gr(o,,... ,oK) = {y eRd .^^ w(0) 0. o for each i =1,2,... , k} ,

where for each i e {1, 2, ... , k)   o; represents one of the three symbols >,

= ,<.  The subsets {^0|.°*)} and {y'°.°"'ny} are partitions of Rd

and of 5?, respectively. We refer to these sets as the facets of Rd and as the
facets of 5?, respectively. For each sequence of symbols (o,, ..., oK) we assume

the following:

(a) //^"(°''--o")n^^0, then y<°.'°''nZ¿ c ^.
(b) The support Z(x) is independent of x e 9~^°x.°*) n S? and consists of

a finite number of vectors.
(c) There exists a continuous function r*01'-'0«'  mapping Rd x Zd into R

such that

0<       inf      r^'-'°^(x,v)<      sup      r^0'.°*\x, v) < oo.

We then assume that r(-, •) has the form

r(x,v) = r(°l'~-°'<)(x,v) forx £^r{0"--0") andv £Zd.

Note that with this definition of r(x, v) we automatically obtain the uniform

continuity of r(x, v) on the intersection of any facet Sr<-0l'-'°K'> with any

bounded set. Condition 4.1 implies the existence of a constant C € [1, oo)

such that

(4.1) l/C<r(x,v)<C

for any n e N, xe S"1, and v £ Zd satisfying r(x, v) > 0. For n e N and
x £ S^n let |E(jc)| denote the number of elements in the set 'L(x). Condition

4.1 also implies that there exists M e N so that

(4.2) sup   sup   \Z(x)\ < M.

Part (c) of this condition can be weakened, and it is sometimes useful to do so.

Throughout this section we will also assume the communication/controllability

condition expressed in Condition 3.4.

Because of the additional state dependence that is allowed in this section, in

general the scaled processes cannot simply be defined to be X(nt)/n for some

unsealed process X(t) as in the previous section. Instead, for each n € N we
consider a stationary jump Markov process {Xn(t), / e [0, 1]} with state space
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S?n and generator

&nf(y) = nJ2r(y,v) [f(y + v/n) - f(y)] ,
vÇZd

where / is any bounded real-valued function on S"n . The quantity r(y, v)

gives the jump intensity from y to y + v/n . Although the processes Xn(t)

and X(nt)/n coincided in the previous section, they in general will differ here.

As in Section 3, for n £ N, y e Rd , t e [0, 1], ß £ Rd , and e > 0 we define

the functions

1
qn(y,t;ß,e) = --logpn(y,t;ß,e)

(4.3) x < ï
= --logP;J  sup \\Xn(s)-sß\\<e\.

n [sen,i] J

By Theorem 3.3 q"(y, t ; ß, e) equals the minimal cost function V"(y, t ; ß, e)

defined in equation (3.20).
In order to formulate and prove the large deviation principle for the processes

{X"(t), t £ [0, 1], n £ N}, we use the fact that large deviation behavior is

"local." By this we mean that if the starting point is x, then the large deviation

behavior over short time intervals depends only on the jump intensities and

the form of their discontinuities near x . Thus it makes sense to "localize" the

jump intensity function around each point x e S^°° , obtaining processes like

those studied in Section 3. This requires the description of those facets of Rd

needed to study the process in the neighborhood of x . In order to do this we

need some new notation, which is somewhat complicated but unavoidably so.

Let r(x, v) be a jump intensity function that satisfies Condition 4.1. Thus

r(x, v) is continuous, and not necessarily constant, on each facet of Rd . The

idea is to localize, for each x £ S^°° , such a jump intensity function, obtaining

a jump intensity function f(x; y, v) that is constant on a new set of facets

of Rd and thus satisfies Condition 3.1. This will allow us to define a "local"
version of the jump Markov processes {Xn(t), t e [0, 1], n e N} with jump

intensity function f(x ; y, v), obtaining a sequence of jump Markov processes

to which the results of Section 3 can be applied.

The queueing model is defined in terms of a fixed set of nonzero vectors
{w(/), i = 1, 2, ... , k} as described in Condition 4.1. For each point x e S"00

we define the natural subset of {1,2, , ... , k} that is associated with this

point by the formula

<D(x) = {te{l,2,... , K} :<«;<'■>, x) = 0}.

If O(x) t¿ 0, then we define the linear subspace

Y(x) = {ß £ Rd : (ß, $W) = 0 for all t € <&(x)}.

If <P(Jc) = 0, then Y(x) is defined to be Rd . In general, Y(x) is the smallest

linear subspace of Rd containing the facet in which x lies.

For each x £ 5^°° let k(x) be the number of elements in cp(x). If k(x) =

0, then <P(Jc) = 0. If k(x) > 1, then by relabeling, if necessary, the vectors

{w^ , i = 1, 2, ... , k} , we can assume without loss of generality that <S>(x) =
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{1,2,..., k(x)} . When k(x) > 1, we define the new facets

(4.4) ß~(°.'°«*>> = {y £Rd : (y - Jc, w®) o,- 0 for all i = 1, ..., k(x)} ,

where each o, represents one of the symbols >,=,<. If k(x) = 0, then

we define &in>~ .<W = Rd . In this notation Y(x) is the facet Sr(-='- >=>.

We call each new facet ¿?"(°i ••■ >°*(*))  a facet determined by x.   The facets

{SF(°.°*&d} determined by x give a partition of Rd .

For x £ 5?°° , y lying in a facet «^(«i.™.0«*)), and v e Zd the "local" jump

intensity function r(x ; y, v) is defined by the formula

(4.5) f(x;y,v) = limr(z,v).

The limit is taken as z -* x with z - x lying in the same facet y(°i»->°«(*)) as

y . By part (c) of Condition 4.1 the local jump intensity function is well defined.

It is constant on each of the facets J^"(o' ■ • 0"W) determined by x and so satisfies

Condition 3.1 with state space depending on x . We denote this .x-dependent

state space by <9% . S% equals the union of the sets Sr(-°i."^ n Zd , where

the union is taken over those facets determined by Jc which have nonempty

intersection with the original state space 5?.

For each x e S?°° the introduction of two sets of facets—namely, the origi-

nal facets 3r(°l.°k) and the facets ^"(o'.°*ud determined by x—may seem

unnecessarily confusing. However, the introduction of the latter facets is essen-

tial for the statement of the large deviation principle in Theorem 4.3. Without

them we cannot define the integrand L(-, •) appearing in formula (4.8), which

in turn gives the definition of the rate function in the theorem.

An original facet ^"(°.°^ is said to be adjacent to x if the facet does not

contain Jc but the closure of the facet contains x. For each x e S?°° there is

a basic geometric relationship between the facets determined by x and a subset
of the original facets. Namely, an original facet gr(°i,...,°K) either contains x

or is adjacent to x if and only if ^(o' •■•••°*) is a subset of a facet J?"(o."*<*>)

determined by x.  This establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the

set of all facets ^"(°'.°*w) determined by x and the subset of original facets
y<°.0,t) that either contain x or are adjacent to Jc.   Each of the facets

determined by x is obtained from the corresponding original facet by taking

away an appropriate "distant" boundary. The definition (4.5) of r(x; y, v)

involves values of r(z, v) only for z in facets ^"(o' •■ •••°,t) that either contain

x or are adjacent to x .

In Figure 3 we elucidate, in the case of the modified join-the-shorter-queue

model of Section 2, the construction of the new facets which has just been

discussed. We consider the example of a point x lying in the halfline ^"(> ■> •=),
for which the new facets are

><-' = {y e R2 : y, = y2},    ■#"<» = {y € R2 : y, > y2},

^(<) = {y e R2 : y, < y2}.
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Figure 3. Facets of the modified join-the-shorter-queue model.

We return to the general case.  Fix x e S*00 and for n e N consider the

scaled state space

, . -,

^" = |-y:ye^||.

We define {Xx(t), t e [0, 1]} to be the stationary jump Markov process having

the state space <9"x and the jump intensity function r(x; y, v). In terms of

this process we define the scaled jump Markov process {X?(t), t e [0, 1]} by

the formula

X?(t) = X-Xx(nt).

The state space of this scaled process is S?£ . For / any bounded real-valued

function on S?" , the generator of the scaled process is given by the formula

-%V(Í) - n•£ f{x;4, v) [f(Ç + v/n) - /(£)].
vez<<

These processes will play an important role in the proof of the large deviation

principle for the original jump Markov processes {Xn(t), t e [0, 1], n £ N}.

This large deviation principle will be stated in Theorem 4.3 at the end of this

section. The processes {X"(t), t e [0, A], n e N} provide a good approxima-

tion to the processes {X"(t), t £ [0, A], n £ N} when A > 0 is sufficiently

small.
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Both Conditions 3.1 and 3.4 of Section 3 are met for the processes {X?(t), t £

[0, 1], n £ N}. For y e S^n, numbers tx and t2 satisfying 0 < tx < t2 < 1,

ß £ Zd , and e > 0, let p^(y, t\, t2; ß, e) denote the conditional probability

analogous to the conditional probability pn(y, t\, t2; ß, e) of Section 3, except

that the process {X?(t), t e [0, 1]} replaces the process {Xn(t), í e [0, 1]}

there. In other words

pnx(y,tx,t2;ß,e) = P?.yA   sup   \\Xnx(s) - (s - tx)ß\\ < e 1 ,
l/eiti.tj] J

where P")yit¡ denotes probability conditioned on ^|(fi) = y . We now apply

Propositions 3.7 and 3.8 to conclude, for each x e S*00, the existence of a

convex function L(x, •) mapping Y(x) into [0, oo) such that for each ß e

Y(x)

lim lim lim inf inf [ — logo? (y, tx, t2 ; ß, e)
e^0 S^0     «-oo     {yeS? : \\y\\<S}   \    M XK '

(4.6) = lim lim lim sup sup ( — logp"(y, tx, t2; ß, e) )
£—0 <5—0     „^oo     {y€^n : \\y\\<S}    \    n )

= (t2-tx)-L(x,ß).

In these limits, in order to apply Propositions 3.7 and 3.8 directly, the start-

ing point X?(tx) = y had to be close to the origin. For use in Section 6, it
is convenient to restate the limits when the problem is translated so that the

starting point X?(t\) = y is away from the origin. We have the following fact.

Proposition 4.2. We assume Conditions 3.4 and 4.1.   Then for each x e S^°°

and z £ Y(x) there exists a convex function L(x, •) mapping Y(x) into [0, oo)

such that for any numbers tx and t2 satisfying 0 < tx < t2 < 1, ß e Y(x), and
e > U

(4.7)

lim lim lim inf inf (—log P.?    , <   sup   \\XS(s)-z
'-0 M    n^oo     {ye^:\\y-z\\<S}   \    « x'y ' " [s€[tl th]

-(s-tx)ß\\<e\j

= lim lim limsup sup I—logP".y tl   sup   \\X"(s)-z
e^0 S-+0     n^oo      {yeSf : \\y-z\\<S}    \    n '   '     [s€[ti,t2]

-(s-tx)ß\\<eX\

= (t2-tx)-L(x,ß).

For x £ 5^°° and ß e Y(x) the quantity L(x, ß) is uniquely determined by

the limits in formula (4.7).

Proof. If z = 0, then there is nothing to prove. On the other hand, if z is

a nonzero point in Y(x), then there exists a sequence of points {z", n e N}
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such that each z" e Y(x) n S?n and lim„_oo zn = z. The proposition now

follows from the translation invariance in the z variable for z e Y(x), from

Propositions 3.7 and 3.8, and from the fact that the limit n —> oo is taken

before the limits ô —» 0 and e —> 0.   D

Before we can state the large deviation principle, we need a few more def-

initions. We topologize the function space 3>([0, 1] : Rd) by the Skorohod

metric, with respect to which it is a complete separable metric space [2, Sect.
14]. Let ^([0, 1] : Rd) denote the subset of 3>([0, 1] : Rd) consisting of

piecewise linear functions <p mapping [0,1] into Rd and having only finitely

many discontinuities. For t e (0, 1) not a point of discontinuity of q>, (¡>(t)

denotes the derivative of (p with respect to t. Let ^°°([0, 1] : Rd) denote the

subset of ^([0, 1] : Rd) consisting of functions <p for which tp(s) e S?00 for

every 5 e [0, 1]. For jc e S"00 and (p e ^°°([0, 1] : Rd) satisfying tp(0) = x ,

we define the quantity

(4.8) Ix(<p) = ¡ L(<p(t), q>(t)) dt.
Jo

Since <p is piecewise linear, for all but finitely many

t £ [0, 1] we have q>(t) e Y((p(t)). Hence Ix((p) is well defined. In addi-
tion, since L(c;, ß) is finite for Ç e ^°° when ß e Y(¿¡), Ix(<p) is finite for

x e 5*°° and <p e /y°°([0, 1] : Rd) satisfying <p(0) = x. For all other x e Rd

and <p £ &([0, 1] : Rd) we set Ix(q>) = oo. In particular

/*(?>) = oo for ah>e^([0, 1] : Rd) \^°°([0, 1] : Rd).

Given any set A in 3>([0, 1] : Rd) we write IX(A) to denote inf„,6^/jr(^).

Let o(-, •) denote the Skorohod metric on 3([0, 1] : Rd), and for y/ e

¿&([0, 1] : Rd) and a > 0 we define the open ball

Ba(y,a) = {£ e ^([0, 1] : Rd) : cr(C, V) < <*}•

The rate function in the large deviation principle to be stated just below will

be the lower semicontinuous regularization of the function Ix . Specifically, for
x £ Rd and any function y/ e 31 ([0, 1] : Rd) we define the quantity

(4.9) Jx(y/) = lim{ inf Iy(Ba(y, a))).
a^0 XiyeR'' : ||y-Jc||<a} /

Finally, for any set A in 3>([Q, 1] : Rd) we write JX(A) to denote vaiv€A Jx(y/).

Here is the main theorem of the paper, the large deviation principle for the

jump Markov processes {X"(t), t e [0, 1], n e N} having state space 5? and

jump intensity function r(x, v). While the theorem is formulated for the space

3([0, 1] : Rd), there is an analogous statement for the space 3>([Q, T] : Rd)

for any T £ (0, oo).

Theorem 4.3. We assume Conditions 3.4 and 4.1. For each x e S^00 let L(x, •)

be the function mapping Y(x) into [0, oo) that satisfies the limits in equation

(4.7). For y/ e 3t([0, 1] : Rd) we define the function Jx(\p) by formulas (4.8)
and (4.9). Then for each xey°° the following conclusions hold.
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(a) The function Jx defined in equation (4.9) is nonnegative and lower semi-

continuous on 3>([0, l]:Rrf). Furthermore for any compact set V in Rd and

any M e [0, oo) the set

[}{yj£2>([Q, i]:Rd): JX(W)<M}

xev

is a compact set in 3?([0, 1] : Rd).

(b) For <p £ y°°([0, 1] : Rd) and x = tp(0) €Rd, we have Jx(q>) = Ix(<p) <

oo. For q> £ ^([0, 1] : Rd)\3r°°([0, 1] : Rd) and x = <p(0) £ Rd, we have

Jx(<p) = h(<P) = <x>-
(c) For any open set G in 3>([0, 1] : Rd) and each x e Rd we have the large

deviation lower bound

lim liminf inf - logP" 0{Xn eC}> -JX(G).
«WO     n-oo     {yeS" : \\y-x\\<â}   «      *   y >01 ¡~ V    '

(à) For any closed set F in 3>([0, 1] : Rd) and each x e Rd we have the

large deviation upper bound

lim limsup sup I logP;0{X" eF}< -JX(F).
<5—o    «-.oo    {yes>n . \\y-x\\<s} n

We conjecture that if y/ is absolutely continuous, y/ satisfies ^(0) = x , and

y/(s) lies in S"00 for each 5 e [0, 1], then Jx(y/) is given by a formula as in

equation (4.8) and that for all other y/ e 3>([Q, 1] : Rd) Jx(y/) = oo. This
conjecture will be considered in the sequel to this paper.

We end this section by describing how one can apply this large deviation

principle to a queueing system with finite buffers.

Example 4.4. The purpose of the present example is to indicate the variety of

other queueing systems for which the large deviation principle can be proved

by using Theorem 4.3. Let M and N be two positive integers. For n e N we

consider a queueing system consisting of two tandem queues, the first of which

has a finite buffer size Mn and the second of which has a finite buffer size Nn .

We will consider the asymptotic behavior of the system as n —► oo . If queue 1

is not filled, then new customers enter queue 1 at the rate a > 0 and are served

by queue 1 at the rate ß > 0. After being served in queue 1, a customer enters

queue 2 as long as queue 2 is not filled. Customers are served by queue 2 at the

rate y > 0. If queue 1 is filled at the time of arrival of a new customer, then

the customer is rejected and leaves the system. If after being served by queue

1 a customer finds that queue 2 is filled, then the customer recycles and enters
queue 1 again.

We model the system by a jump Markov process {X(t), t e[0, oo)}, where

X(t) = (Xx(t), X2(t)) and for each t e {1,2} X¡(t) denotes the sum of the
number of customers waiting in queue i and the number of customers being

served in queue t. The state space of X(t) is the «-dependent rectangle

Sr°n = {(j, k)£Z2:J£ [0, Mn], k e [0, Nn]}.
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Figure 4. Jump intensities for the queueing system with finite buffers.

The possible jumps and corresponding jump intensities are indicated in Figure

4.

For n £ N we consider the scaled jump Markov process {Xn(t), t £ [0, 1]}

defined by the formula

X"(t) = —X(nt)

and having the state space

(^n)" = i-y.yeS"1}

For this process the sizes of the buffers scale to M and N. Although the

queueing system with buffers does not satisfy either Condition 3.1 or Condi-

tion 4.1, the large deviation principle stated in Theorem 4.3 can be applied, in
combination with localization arguments, to prove the analogous large devia-

tion principle for the sequence of scaled jump Markov processes {X"(t), t e

[0, l],«eN}.
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Consider the limit state space

j?700 = {y £ R2 : y = Hm y" for some sequence {yn , n e N}
n—*oo

with each y"e^"}

= [0,M]x[0,N],

which is a rectangle containing the four vertices (0,0), (M, 0), (0, N), and

(M, N). The localization arguments needed to prove the large deviation prin-

ciple are standard and seem to have originated in [1]. We take open neighbor-

hoods of each of the four vertices of the limit state space which do not contain

any other vertex and whose union is the whole rectangle [0, M] x [0, N]. We

then start the process near a given vertex, say (0,0), and run it either until it

leaves the neighborhood of (0, 0) or until time 1, whichever is smaller. The

large deviation principle for the stopped process holds by Theorem 4.3. We

now keep repeating the procedure. Each time that the process is stopped be-

fore time 1, when stopped it lies in a different neighborhood of another vertex.

We run the process again either until it leaves this new neighborhood or until

time 1, whichever is smaller. The overall large deviation principle is obtained

by patching these local large deviation principles together. This completes the

discussion of the tandem queueing system with finite buffers.   □

The proof of Theorem 4.3 is given in the next section. It depends on a local

large deviation principle that is proved in Section 6.

5. Proof of the large deviation principle in Theorem 4.3

We recall the sets of functions F([0, 1] : Rd) and f°°{[0, 1] : Rd), which
were defined before Theorem 4.3. In order to prove the theorem, we need the

following proposition, the proof of which is deferred to the next section of this

paper. The proposition states a local large deviation principle for balls centered

at <p£^([0, 1]:

Proposition 5.1. We assume Conditions 3.4 and 4.1. Let <p be any function in

9~([0, 1] : Rd) and set x = tp(0). Then

lim lim lim inf inf -logP"J   sup \\X"(t) - <p(t)\\ < e}
£^0 ¿-0    n-oo     {ye^":\\y-x\\<S}   n ''"[,€[0,1] J

= lim lim lim sup sup -logP" A   sup  \\X"(t) - q>(t)\\ < e >
£-»0 .5—0     n-,oo     {ye.y* : ||y-x||<<5}   " '    ['€[0,1] J

= -h(9)-

Before proceeding with the proof of Theorem 4.3, we recall some definitions

and facts. The space 3([0, 1] : Rd) is a complete separable metric space with

respect to the Skorohod metric er(-, •) • We denote the supremum norm metric
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by /?(•, •), and for y/ e 3f([0, 1] : Rd) and e > 0 we define the open balls

Ba(y/,e) = {C e^([0, 1] : Rd) : o(Ç, y/) < e}

and

Bp(y/, e) = {C e 2>([0, 1] : Rd) : p(Ç, y/) < e}-

The symbols Bp(yi, e) and Ba(yi, e) denote the corresponding closed balls.

We have the following properties: for any y/ e 3f([0, 1] : Rd) and e > 0

Bp(y/, e) cBa(y/, e)

and for any y/ e ^([0, 1] : Rd), each e > 0, and all sufficiently small a > 0

depending on e

Ba(y/, a) cBp(y/, e).

The proofs of parts (a) and (d) of Theorem 4.3 rely on some results in [7].

The main theorem in that paper, Theorem 1.1, proves a large deviation upper

bound for a class of locally infinitely divisible Markov processes taking values

in &([0, 1] : Rd). This class includes as a special case the jump Markov

processes {X"(t), t £ [0, 1], n e N} now under consideration. However, the

optimal large deviation upper bound stated in Theorem 4.3 in the present paper

is better in general than the large deviation upper bound proved in Theorem

1.1 of [7] (cf. Lemma 5.3). The latter theorem is stated in terms of a function

Kx(yt) that is defined for each y/ e &([0, 1] : Rd) and each x £Rd and that
takes values in [0, oo]. If y/ is absolutely continuous and ^(0) = x, then

Kx(y/) has the form

(5.1) Kx(y/)= /   F(y/(s),w(s))ds,
Jo

where for each c; € Rd and ß £ Rd F(Ç, ß) is defined as the Legendre-

Fenchel transform, with respect to the variable ß , of an explicitly given func-

tion H(Ç, a) of £ e Rd and a £ Rd. In the case of queueing systems, an

explicit formula for F(Ç, ß) is given in Theorem 3.1 of [7]. If y/ is not abso-

lutely continuous or if ^(0) / x, then Kx(y/) = oo .

When specialized to the jump Markov processes {X"(t), t £ [0, 1], n e N} ,
part (a) of Theorem 1.1 in [7] gives part (a) of the following theorem. For
parts (b) and (c) we introduce the piecewise linear interpolations {Y"(t), t e

[0, 1], n £ N}, defined by the formula

(5.2) Y"(t) = n (i±i - ^ . x"(j/n) + (t - Ç) - X"((j + 1)/«)

for t £ [j/n, (j + l)/n], j £ {0, I, ... , n - 1} . These processes take values

in W([0, 1] : Rd). Part (b), proved in Lemma 2.4 of [7], proves that the

jump Markov processes {X"(t), t e [0, 1], n e N} and the piecewise linear
interpolations {Y"(t), t £ [0, 1], n e N} are superexponentially close. Part (c),

proved in Lemma 2.5 of [7], proves that the processes {Y"(t), t £ [0, 1], neN}

are exponentially tight.
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Theorem 5.2. Let V be a compact set in Rd . For any x £ Rd and M e [0, oo)

we consider the level set

A(KX ,M) = {y/£ 3f([0, 1] : Rd) : Kx(y/) < M}.

The following conclusions hold.

(a) The set \JxeV A(KX, M) is a compact subset of £?([0, 1] : Rd), and
therefore the function mapping

(x, y/) £Rd x&([0, l]:Rd)^Kx(y/)£[0,oo]

is lower semicontinuous.

(b) For any ß > 0

limsup sup  -logP"J   sup  \\Xn(t)-Yn(t)\\>ß\ = -oo.
n—oo     y£Ud   n '    \te[0,\] J

(c) Let B e (0, oo) be given. Then there exists a compact set Yi in W([0, 1] :

Rd) such that

limsup sup -logP; 0{F" £ n} < -B.
«-»oo    yev n

At this point let us recall the functions Ix and Jx , which were defined just

before the statement of Theorem 4.3. Parts (b) and (c) of the next lemma show

that Ix and Jx are pointwise no less than Kx . This is due to the fact that Kx

is an upper rate function but not necessarily the true rate function. The limit

in part (a) is needed in the proof of part (b). For x e Rd and A a subset of

3f([0, 1] : Rd)   KX(A) denotes inf„6/1 Kx(y/).

Lemma 5.3.
(a) For any x e Rd and closed set F in £&([0, 1] : Rd)

(b) For all <p e &([0, 1] : Rd) and each x£Rd   Ix(<p) > Kx(<p).

(c) For all y/ e &([0, 1] : Rd) and each x e Rd   Jx(y/) > Kx(y/).

(a) This is proved in part (b) of Theorem 1.1 in [7].

(b) Since for any e > 0 Bp(<p, e) c Ba(y>, e), we have from Proposition 5.1

and part (a) of the present lemma

-Ix((p) = lim lim liminf inf - logP" 0 J  sup \\X"(t) - tp(t)\\ < e \
W      MM    »-oo    {ye^" : \\y-x\\<ô} n     *   y'° \te[0X] J

< lim limsup -logP; Q{Xn £ Ba(<p,e)}
£->0     n->oo      n

_
< -limKx(Ba((p,e))

£—»0

= -Kx(<p).

The last line is a consequence of the lower semicontinuity of Kx (part (a) of

Theorem 5.2). We have proved that Kx(q>) < Ix(q>).
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(c) Since Ix > Kx  on 3([Q, 1] : Rd)  and since the function mapping

(x, y/) i—► Kx(y/) is lower semicontinuous (part (a) of Theorem 5.2), we have

Jx(y/) = lim\ inf Iy(Ba(y/, a))
a^° \{yeR¿ : \\y-x\\<a] J

> lim ( inf Ky(Ba(y/,a))
a-^0 \lyeW : \\y-x\\<a}

= Kx(yv).

This proves part (c).

We are now ready to prove part (a) of Theorem 4.3. This states a number of

properties of the function Jx .

Proof of part (a) of Theorem 4.3. The nonnegativity of Jx and the lower semi-

continuity of the function mapping (x, y/) e Rd x 3?([0, 1] : Rd) i—► Jx(w)

both follow from the definition of Jx in terms of the nonnegative function Ix .

For any x e Rd and M e [0, oo) we consider the level set

A(JX ,M) = {y/£ &([0, 1] : Rd) : Jx(yv) < M}

and prove that for any compact set V in Rd the set \Jx€VA(Jx, M) is a

compact set in 3f([0, 1] : Rd). The set \Jx€VA(Jx, M) is closed because of

the lower semicontinuity of the function mapping (x, y/) i—» Jx(w) ■ Since for

each y/ e &([0, 1] : Rd) and x £ Rd Jx(yi) > Kx(y/) (part (c) of Lemma

5.3), it follows that

\jA(Jx,M)c \JA(KX,M).
x€V xev

Since \Jx€VA(Kx, M) is a compact subset of Sf([0, 1] : Rd) (part (a) of

Theorem 5.2), we conclude that \JxeV A(JX, M) is also a compact subset of

^([0, l]:Rd).   D

We next prove the large deviation lower bound stated in part (c) of Theorem

4.3. Parts (b) and (d) will be proved afterwards.

Proof of part (c) of Theorem 4.3. If JX(G) = oo, then there is nothing to prove.

So we assume that JX(G) < oo . Let y > 0 be given. Then there exists y/ e G

such that

Jx(G) + y>Jx(w).

By the definition of Jx as the lower semicontinuous regularization of Ix , for

any a > 0 there exists a point ya £ Rd satisfying \\ya - x\\ < a and a function

(pa £ Ba(yi, a) such that

oo > Jx(y/) + y> Iyn(Ba(y/, a)) > Iya((pa) - }
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Since G is open there exists c*i > 0 such that y>a e G for all a £ (0, ax), and

for all ae(0,tt|) there exists Xa > 0 such that for all X e (0, Xa)

Bp(<pa,X)cBa(<pa,X)cG.

Given A > 0 there exists a2 £ (0, ax) and 3\ > 0 such that for all a e (0, a2)

and all ¿€(0,50

{y£<9>": \\y - x\\ <ö}c{y£^n: \\y - ya\\ < A}.

Hence by Proposition 5.1 we have for all a e (0, a2)

lim lim inf inf -logP" a{X" £ G\
á-,0     n—oo     {yeS>"< : \\y-x\\<S}   « y'

> lim lim lim inf inf - logP" JX" e BJ<pa, X)}
"WW    n^oo    {yeS" : \\y-x\\<S}   n y'UL ^v

> lim lim lim inf inf - logPv" JXn £ Bp(<pa, X)}
"Wi-0     n-oo     {ye^» : ||y-ya||<A}   « y'Ul ^

= -IyÁVa)

> -JX(G) - 3y.

Taking y —> 0, we obtain the desired lower bound. This completes the proof

of part (c) of Theorem 4.3.   D

We now prove part (b) of Theorem 4.3.

Proof of part (b) of Theorem 4.3. The definition of Jx shows that Jx(<p) < IX(<P)
for all <p £ .7~([0, 1] : Rd) and each x e Rd. We now prove the reverse

inequality. Since (p £ ¿f([0, 1] : Rd) is continuous, for each e > 0 and

all sufficiently small a > 0 depending on e we have Ba(<p, a) c Bp(q>,e).

Proposition 5.1, the large deviation lower bound just proved, and the lower

semicontinuity of Jx on 3([0, 1] : Rd) show that

-/^) = limlimliminf inf ^ogPy"J sup \\X"(t) - <p(t)\\ < *)
£—0 S—0     n->oc     {yeS" : \\y-x\\<S]   « "    [_(€[0,1] J

1
> lim lim lim inf inf - logP" JX" e BJrn , a)}
- a_0  ¿-»0     n-oc     {yeS"< : \\y-x\\<6}   H y'Ul

> - lim sup Jx(B„((p , a))
a->0

= -Jx(<P)-

We have proved that Jx(<p) > IX(<P) ■ It follows that Jx(<p) = Ix(<p) for all

<p £ .9~([0, 1] : Rrf). As we noted after the definition of Ix((p) in equation

(4.8), Ix(<p) < oo if <p £ y°°([0, 1] : Rd) and Ix(tp) = oo if tp £ ^([O, 1] :
Rd)\3r°°([0, l]:Rd).   D

We are now ready to prove the large deviation upper bound stated in part

(d) of Theorem 4.3.
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Proof of part (à) of Theorem 4.3. Let us assume that we can prove that for any

closed set F in ^([0, 1] : Rd) and each x e Rd

(5.3) lim limsup sup - logPv" 0{Y" e F} < -JX(F),
(5—0     «_oo      {yeS"" : ||y-x||<<5}   n

where {Y"(t), t € [0, 1], n £ N} are the piecewise linear interpolations of the
jump Markov processes {X"(t), t e [0, 1], n e N} defined in equation (5.2).

We will prove the limit (5.3) later. For any y e Rd and any ß > 0

P^0{X" £F}< Py%{X" £ F, p(Y", X") <ß} + Py">0{p(X" , Y") > ß}

< Py",oW(Y" ,F)<ß} + Py",0{p(X" , Y") > ß}.

Hence by the limit (5.3) and the superexponential estimate in part (b) of The-
orem 5.2

i
lim limsup sup -logP" 0{X" £ F}
<5->0     n-*oo     {yeS"» : ||y-x||<á}   n

(5.4) < lim limsup sup -logPy" 0MF", F) < ß}
<5—0     n_.oo     {yeS"» : ||y-.x||<<5}   n

<-Jx([y/£®([0, l]:Rd):o(y,,F)<ß}).

Since Jx has compact level sets (part (a) of Theorem 4.3), we have

lim Jx[{yy e 3f{[0, 1] : Rd) : o(¥, F) < /?}) = JX(F).

Thus letting ß —> 0 in formula (5.4), we obtain part (d) of Theorem 4.3.

We now prove the limit (5.3) for F a closed set in 3([0, 1] : Rd). For

such a set, F n ^([0, 1] : Rd) is a closed set in W([0, 1] : Rd). Since the pro-

cesses {Y"(t), t £ [0, 1], n £ N} take values in W([0, 1] : Rd) and satisfy the

exponential tightness property expressed in part (c) of Theorem 5.2, it suffices

to prove the limit (5.3) for F a compact subset of W([0, 1] : Rd) [3, Lemma

2.1.5]. We give the proof assuming that JX(F) < oo. The routine modifications

needed in the case JX(F) = oo are omitted.

The superexponential estimate in part (b) of Theorem 5.2 allows us to carry

over to the processes [Y"(t), t e [0, 1], n e N} the local large deviation prin-
ciple stated in Proposition 5.1 for the processes {X"(t), t e [0, 1], n e N}.

Thus let <p be any function in ^([0, 1] : Rd) and set x = <p(0). Then

1 Í 1
lim lim lim inf inf -logP"J   sup \\Y"(t) - y>(t)\\ < e}
e^0 S^0    «-oo     {y^":\\y-x\\<6}   n y'"\t£[0,\] J

= lim lim lim sup sup -logP"0<   sup  \\Y"(t) - <p(t)\\ < e>
£—0 <5—0     „—oc     {ye^" : ||y-*||<<5}   " ['€[0,1] J

- ~h(<p).

The function Ix(q>) is finite for q> e ^°°([0, 1] : Rd) and is infinite for

(p £ ^([0, 1] : Rd) \^°°([0, 1] : Rd), and for any <p e ^([0, 1] : Rd)

Ix(<p) = JX(<P)  (part (b) of Theorem 4.3).  Hence given y > 0, for any (p £
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^°°([0, 1] : Rd) there exists eç > 0 such that for all e e (0, e,,)

lim limsup sup -logP" A   sup \\Y"(t) - <p(t)\\ < e\
<5—0     „^oo     {yey» : \\y-x\\<S} n '    [i€[0,l] J

< -ix(<p) + y = -Jx(<p) + y < OO ,

and for any <p e ^([0, 1] : Rd) \^"°°([0, 1] : Rd) there exists e9 > 0 such that

for all e e (0, e?)

lim limsup sup -logP; A   sup  \\Y"(t) - <p(t)\\ < e 1 < -JX(F).
S->0     n^oo      {yeS*» ; ||y-x||<<5} n '    [i€[0,l] J

Since ^([0, 1] : Rd) is a dense subset of W([0, 1] : Rd) we can write

Fc [J *„(?>,«,).
p€Fn.5"([0,l] :R<0

The compactness of F guarantees that there exist r e N and elements {#>,, t =

1,2, ... , r} in FnJ([0, 1] : Rd) suchthat

F c [J Bp(<pi;, e,), where e, = s,y.
/=i

Thus

lim lim sup sup - log P" 0 { Y" e F}
<5—0     n->oo      {ye^- : ||y-;t||<<5}   n

< max     lim limsup sup - logP" 0{Y" £ Bp(tp¡, e¡)}
1=1,2,... ,F ¿-»0      n-+oo      {y6^n : ||y-x||<(5}   «

<-(    min    (/x(?i)-y))AA(f)

< -Jx(F) + y.

Taking y —> 0, we obtain the limit (5.3). The proof of part (d) of Theorem 4.3
is complete.   D

Except for the proof of the local large deviation principle stated in Propo-

sition 5.1, we have finished the proof of the large deviation principle stated in

Theorem 4.3. The local large deviation principle is proved in the next section.

6. Proof of the local large deviation principle in Proposition 5.1

All the notational conventions of Sections 3 and 4 will be in effect for this

section as well. Thus the queueing model is defined in terms of a fixed set of

nonzero vectors {w^, i' — 1,2,... , k) as described in Condition 4.1. This

condition also specifies the form of the jump intensity function r(t¡,v). In

terms of these vectors we define the facets {y(°i>- -°")} , where each o( repre-

sents one of the symbols >,=,<. For each point Jc in the limit state space

5?°° we define in formula (4.4) the facets {£F{°.'°*m)} determined by Jc.
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There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all facets Sf{°.°^

determined by x and the subset of original facets ^"(«i'-.0») that either con-

tain x or are adjacent to x .

For ¿j lying in a facet <#"(°i • • ««<*>) and for v e Zd the local jump intensity

function f(x ; ¿;, v) has been defined by the formula

(6.1) f(x;£,,v) = limr(z, v).

The limit is taken as z —► x with z - x lying in the same facet ^"(t>1 >->°*w) as

£. We need the following bound, which is a consequence of formula (4.1). For

any Jc e S"°° , c; e $N°i.-*»**)), and weZ^ satisfying r(Jt; c;, v) > 0 there
exists a constant C e [1, oo) with the property that

(6.2) l/C<r(x;i,v)<C.

For n £ N and Je e ,5^°° we recall the stationary jump Markov process

{X0(t), t £ [0, 1]} having the state space «5^" and the local jump intensity

function f(Jc ;•,•)■ 1° terms of this process we have for ß in the set Y(x) the

limits in formula (4.7). These limits uniquely define the function L(x, ß). A

uniform continuity property of this function is given in the next lemma, which

is needed in the proof of Proposition 5.1. The lemma follows directly from

Lemma 3.10 applied to the family rx(-, •) = r(x;-, •) and from the bound

(6.2).

Lemma 6.1. We assume Conditions 3.4 and 4.1. For each x e ^°° and ß e
Y(x) let L(x, ß) be the function defined by the limits in formula (4.7).  Then

for each sequence of symbols (ol,... , oK) and any point y e ¿?"(o.'"^  the

restriction of L(-, •) to the set ^(o' ■ -'°*> x Y(y) is uniformly continuous on

bounded subsets of ^(°l.°*> x Y(y).

■

We are now ready to prove the local large deviation principle stated in Propo-

sition 5.1.

Proof of Proposition 5.1. We first suppose that tp is an element of
^([0, 1] : Rd) \F°°{[0, 1] : Rd). Then there exists 5 e [0, 1] so that the

distance from <p(s) to the limit state space y°° is positive. In this case, for

all sufficiently small e > 0, all sufficiently large n e N, and any y e ¿7" the

probability

Py"J sup \\X"(t) - <p(t)\\ < 4
i»e[0,i] J

equals 0. Since Ix(<p) = oo, the limit in Proposition 5.1 is valid.

We now prove the limit in Proposition 5.1 for a function <p e

y°°([0, 1] : Rd). There exists a positive integer TV and a sequence 0 = r(0) <

;(i) < ¿(2) < ... < fW - i representing the times at which the derivative of y>

is discontinuous. We define the compact sets

V = {tp(t):t£[0, l]}u{<Kt):te[0, 1] \ {/<°>, i<'>, ... , t™}}
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and

V = {y e Rd : \\x - y\\ < 1 for some x e v\ .

Now let ye (0,1) be given. According to part (a) of Lemma 6.1, we can

choose Ai > 0 with the following property. If A e (0, Ai), if both z and ¿j
lie in the set F n^"(0l'-,0,c) for some choice of ox, ..., oK and ||z-c;||<A,

and if ß £ V n Y(z), then

(6.3) \L(z, ß)-L(cl, ß)\<y.

Since <p is piecewise linear, for all but finitely many t e [0, 1] \ {r(0), t^, ... ,

tWy we have y)(t) e Y(<p(t)). By adding additional points r(i) if necessary, we

can assume without loss of generality that the following three items hold.

• For each t e {0, 1, ..., N— 1} there is a sequence of symbols (ox, ..., 6K)

such that (p{t) € ^(5' •-•8*> for all t £ (M, t(,+1)).

• For each t e {0, 1, ..., N - 1} and any point t £ (i(/), t(,+1))   <p(t) e
Y(<p(t)).

• For each t e {0, 1, ..., N - 1}

(6.4) sup {\\<p(t) - <p(ti)\\ : t £ [I« , t(''+1)]} < A/4.

Now consider any pair of points z and ¿; both lying in the same set V n

SF^°.°k) for some choice of o,, ... , oK and take v e S(c;). Then r(¿;, v) >

0 and since E(c;) = S(z), we also have r(z, v) > 0. By formula (4.1) there

exists a constant C e [1, oo) with the property that

l/C <r(Ç,v)<C and l/C <r(z,v)< C.

Since r(', v) is uniformly continuous on each set V n jT(°'i>- '°k) , it follows

from Lemma 3.9 that there exists A2 € (0, Ai) with the following property. If

m e [0, oo), A e (0, A2), z and £, both lie in the same set Cn/f"1.°k)

with \\z - ¿;|| < A, and v e I(c;), then

(1 -y)r(z, v)£(u/r(z, v)) - y

< r(c;, v)£(u/r(i, v)) < (1 + y)r(z,v)i(u/r{z, v)) + y.

Finally, let Jc be any point in =5^°° and assume that c¡ is a point in Rd lying

in a facet ^"(°i - >°*) that either contains x or is adjacent to Jc. The point

¿j also lies in a facet $f~(0i>~ >°«w) determined by Jc . By letting z in the last

display converge to x with z - Jc always lying in the same facet §r^<- '°*(*>)

as i,we conclude from the definition (6.1) of f(x ; •, •) that if m e [0, oo),

A e (0, A2), ||i - Jc|| < A/2, and t; e 2(¿j), then

(1 - 7) f(x; t), v)£(u/f(x;c;,v))-y

< r(t;, v)£(u/r(c¡, v)) < (1 +y)f(x; i, »)*<*/*(*;*,«)) + 7-

We now proceed with the proof of Proposition 5.1. For each t e {0, 1, ... ,

N - 1} we set z® = y>(t^), and for some i e (f(/), t('+1)) we define Jc^ = <p(t)

and ßW = <p(t). The definition of /?(/) is independent of the choice of / in
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this interval. For 5 e (*M, ¿O'+i)) we have

<p(s) = <p(t{i)) + (s- t{i))<i>(t) = zV) + (s- t^)ßW.

For n £ N and w e S?n let |S(w)| denote the number of elements in the set

I>(w). Condition 4.1 implies that there exists M e N so that

(6.6) sup   sup   \L(w)\ < M.
n€N   weS""

Suppose we prove that

(6.7)

lim lim lim inf inf [ - - log P" ,,, 1     sup     \\Xn(s)-z®
£_0  ¿-0     "-oo     {ye^" : ||y-z(')||<á} y       « ? >'      [J€[í(¡>,,(,+!)]

- (s-t^)ß^\\ <el]

and

(6.8)

lim lim limsup sup \ --logP" t\     sup     \\X"(s)-z{i)
£—0  <?-0     «_oo      {y€^" : ||y-z(')||<á}  \       w ''   [¿EffM,/('+«]

- (j - í(/))j»(í>|| <e

< ,tU+i) _ ?(0). [(l + y) L(Jc(,), 0«) + My] ,

where P" f(0 denotes probability conditioned on X"(t^) = y . Then by using

formulas (6.3) and (6.4) and by using the Markov property to combine the

estimates over the intervals (tl, t(,+1)), i e {0, 1, ... , TV - 1} , we obtain

lim lim lim inf inf (--logP^J   sup  \\X"(s) - <p(s)\\ < e \ )
«-0M    »-oo     {yzS?» : ||y-*||<<5}   I     « ''    LeiO.l] J /

>(l-y) [ L(<p(s),<p(s))ds-(l-y)y-My
Jo

and

>(l-y)Ix(<p)-(M+ Y)y

lim lim limsup sup [—logP"0<   sup  ||X"(s) - <p(s)\\ < e > 1
£—0 «5-.0     n—oo     {yeS"> : ||y-x||<<5}    \    " '     [s6[0,l] J/

fX
<(l + y)      L(<p(s),<p(s))ds + (l + y)y + My

Jo

= (l+y)Ix(<p) + (M+l)y + y2.
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Since y > 0 is arbitrary, we will have established Proposition 5.1.   D

Thus it remains to prove the limits (6.7) and (6.8). In order to simplify the

notation we will write 0, z, Je , ß , and t in place of t^ , z('), x^ , /?*'>, and

¿(<+i) _ {{¡) ( respectively. Thus z = <p(0), x = <p(t), and ß = <p(t), where t is

some point in the interval (0, t) . For all s e (0, t) the path y>(s) = z + sß lies

in some fixed facet ¡?{*i— >5*'. With this new notation equation (6.7) becomes

(6.9)

lim lim lim inf inf (--logP" A   sup  \\X"(s) - z -sß\\ < e \ )
«-0 J-0    n-oo    {yeS>»:\\y-z\\<S}   \    « ''"^[O.t] J/

>x[(l-y)L(x,ß)-My]

and equation (6.8) becomes

(6.10)

lim lim limsup sup [ — logP" 0 <   sup  ^"(s) - z - sß\\ < e
£—0  <5—0      „-.oo    {yçS*» : ||y-z||<<5}  \      n |í€[0,t]

< r[(l + y)L(x,ß) +My].

Suppose that we were able to replace X"(s) - z - sß in formulas (6.9) and

(6.10) by X?(s) - z -sß . In that case the limits (6.9) and (6.10) would follow
immediately from the limits in formula (4.7). In order to apply these limits, we

must check that

(6.11) z £ Y(x) and ß e Y(x).

Clearly x £ Y(x), and by the choice of the number t we have ß e Y(x). Since

<p(t) = z + tß, it follows that z e Y(x). The technique that we will use to

prove the limits (6.9) and (6.10) will be to compare the representation formulas

for the probability appearing in these equations with those for the probability

appearing in formula (4.7). There are two sources of error with which we must

contend. The first source of error is the variation of the rates r(¿;, v) as a

function of t\ within each facet. This has been dealt with by taking A > 0

sufficiently small [see equations (6.3) and (6.5)]. The second source of error is

due to the fact that <p(s) lies in the facet ^"(s.s"' only for s in the open time

interval (0, t) and not necessarily for 5 = 0 or 5 = t . In fact for s = 0 or

s — t <p(s) may lie in a different facet. As a result, the process X"(s) - z - sß

may have "boundary effects" that the process X^(s) - z - sß , defined in terms

of the local jump intensity function r(x ;•,•), will not have. A comparison of

the two processes may therefore not be useful for times near the end points 0

and t . We will show that the error due to this discrepancy can be made as small

as desired by using the communication/controllability condition expressed in

Condition 3.4.
In order to prove the lower bound (6.9) and the upper bound (6.10), we must

adapt to the processes mentioned in the last paragraph the stochastic control rep-

resentation formula given in Theorem 3.3. The adaptations are straightforward.

The only difference is that we will replace the interval [0,1] by the interval
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[tx, t2], where tx and t2 are numbers satisfying 0 < tx < t2 < 1 . For com-
pleteness we will give a full description. Theorem 3.3 was stated in Section 3, in
which Condition 3.1 requires the jump intensity function to be constant on each

facet. However, this condition is not needed in the proof of the representation

formula. In fact it holds for any jump Markov process satisfying Condition 4.1.

Let {X(t), t £ [0, 1]} be a jump Markov process with state space S? and

jump intensity function /•(•, •) satisfying Condition 4.1. For n e N, ye 5?" ,

numbers ti and t2 satisfying 0 < tx < t2 < 1, z e ^°° , ß £ Rd , and e > 0,
we consider the scaled jump Markov process {X"(t), t e [0, 1]} with state

space 5?" and in terms of it define the quantity

1 Í 1
q"(y,tx,t2;z,ß,e) = --logPy"Jl   sup   \\X"(s) - z - (s - tx)ß\\ < e } .

A measurable function u"(y, v, t) mapping S?" x Zd x [0, 1] into [0, oo)

is said to be a control. We will take as the class of admissible controls the

same class characterized by Definition 3.2 and used in Section 3. Given an
admissible control, let {E"(t), t £ [tx, t2]} be a controlled process associated
with this control as in Definition 3.2; we make the obvious modification of

replacing the interval [0, 1] by the interval [tx, t2]. Such a controlled process

is a nonstationary jump Markov process having the generators SC" defined

in formula (3.16). In order to specify the cost structure, we define for y> e

3¡([tx, t2] : Rd) the exit time

n(tx ,t2,(p;z,ß,e)± inf{s e [tx, t2] : \\<p(s) - z - (s - tx)ß\\ > e}

and follow the convention that the infimum over the empty set is oo.  Thus

n(tx, t2, <p; z, ß, e) = oo if and only if \\<p(s) - z - (s - tx)ß\\ < e for all

s £ [tx, t2]. For w £ [0, 1] U {oo} we also define the function

^(^) = {00     |f Z
W — 00,

we[0, 1].

The definition of the stochastic control problem is completed by defining the

minimal cost function

(6.12)

V"(y,tx,t2;z,ß,e)

rn(ti,t2,E";x,ß,e)/\t2 /u"ÍE"(s\    V     <¡)\

+ g(n(tx,t2,E"; z, ß,e))

)

The infimum in this formula is taken over all admissible controls u" , E" t[{-}

denotes expectation conditioned on E"(tx) = y , and £ is the nonnegative func-
tion defined in formula (3.18). Exactly as in Theorem 3.3 we can prove, with
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only notational changes, the representation

(6.13) q"(y, tx ,t2;z, ß, e) = V"(y, tx, t2; z, ß, e).

Although Theorem 3.3 was stated with t2 = 1, the introduction of the extra

parameter t2 £ [0, 1] causes no difficulty.

Fixing x in the limit state space S*00 , we must also consider the analogous
quantities for the sequence of scaled jump Markov processes {X"(t), t e [0, 1]}

arising from the local jump intensity function r(x; y, v) defined in formula

(6.1). These processes have the respective state spaces {S^x", n e N}. For

n £ N, y e S"xn, numbers tx and t2 satisfying 0 < tx < t2 < I, z e ^°°,

ß £ Rd , and e > 0, we define the quantity

qnx(y,tx,t2;z, ß, e) = -Uog PI y A   sup   \\X"x(s) - z - (s - tx)ß\\ < e\ .
n [s€[tl,t2] J

For points z e Y(x) and ß £ Y(x) these quantities satisfy the limits in formula

(4.7). The definition of the associated stochastic control problem is given by

(6.14)

V?(y,tx,t2;z,ß,e)

=■ infF^.j, tl

fJt,

r7t{ti,t1,Eni;z,ß,£)At2 f^iË'iis)    V    S)\
yr(x;E",(s),v)£[U ^s)'v's)]ds

f£ \nx;Ex(s),v))

-„ „ u
+ g(7i(tx,t2,z."x;z,ß,e))

where the associated controlled process Ex has the state space 5?" and other-

wise is defined in exactly the same way as the controlled process E" appearing

in formula (6.12) The infimum in equation (6.14) is taken over all admissible

controls it" and Ë%.yt denotes expectation conditioned on E"x(tx) = y. All

the other quantities are as in the last paragraph. Exactly as in Theorem 3.3 we

can prove, with only notational changes, the representation

(6.15) q"x(y,tx,t2;z,ß,e) = Vxn(y,tx,t2;z,ß,e).

In the proof of the large deviation limits in equations (6.9) and (6.10), we will

relate the original controlled process 2" and the localized controlled process

Ex and we will use inequality (6.5) relating the original jump intensity function

r(-, •) and the localized jump intensity function r(x ;•,•)■ We are now ready

to prove these large deviation limits.

Proof of the lower bound (6.9). We recall the numbers A2 and A e (0, A2),
which arose in the discussion leading up to formula (6.5), as well as the number

t , which was introduced just before the lower bound (6.9). We also recall that

for the given function <p we have set z = <p(0), Jc = <p(t), and ß = (¡>(t), where
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t is some point in the interval (0, t) . For all j e (0, t) the path <p(s) = z + sß

lies in some fixed facet ^r(°«>~ >5*).

Let n be a parameter in the interval (0, t/2) . We can choose p e (0, A/4)

so that the following holds.

• Whenever w £ Rd satisfies \\w - y>(s)\\ < p for some s £ [n, r - n],

then w lies in the same facet ^t0!.™»6*) as <p(s) or in an adjacent facet;

namely, in a facet that does not contain <p(s) but whose closure contains

tp(s).

It follows that if {c¡(s), s e [n, t - n]} is any function in ¡2>([n, t - n] : SPn)

satisfying

(6.16) ||í(í) - <p(s)\\ < p for all s £[n,z-n],

then for all n e N

(6.17) U    {m}c^"n^x".
*€[»/, T-f/]

Given a £ (0, p), the communication/controllability condition expressed in

Condition 3.4 guarantees the existence of an integer Nx e N and a number

c > 0, both depending on a, such that the quantity

(6.18)

4«(y,0,T;z,)3,a) = -^logP;0j  sup  \\X"(s) - z - sß\\ < a
n        '<   (^€[0,1]

is finite for all n e N satisfying n > Nx and all y e 5"" satisfying ||y - z\\ <c.
For the remainder of the proof of the lower bound (6.9), we work with such

values of n and y .

We now choose ü" to be an admissible control that is t/-optimal in the

representation (6.13) for q"(y ,0, t; z, ß, a). In other words, if {E"(t), t e

[0, t]} is the associated controlled process, then 2"(0) = y and the cost with

respect to ü" is within n of the infimum V"(y, 0, t; z, ß, e). This implies

that

œ > q"(y, 0, t; z, ß, a) = V"(y , 0, r; z, ß, a)

>E"y^{g(n(0,T,E";z,ß,a))}-n,

which in turn implies that with probability 1

g(n(Q, t , 2" ; z, ß, a)) — 0 and thus 7t(0, t ,E" ; z, ß, a) = oo.

Hence with probability 1

(6.19) ||2"(s) - z - s£|| = ||2"(s) - <p(s)\\ < a for all s e [0, t].

In particular, the value £0 = E"(n) satisfies the inequality ||¿;o - z - rjß\\ <
a.  Thus for any « e N satisfying n > Nx  and for any y e S?"  satisfying
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||y - z\\<c we have

(6.20)

q"(y, 0, r; z, ß, a) = V"(y, 0, r; z, ß, a)

2i;,.|fE^(.)..)<f|^)*j-,

i»f a,(rVCT),»)ííl'^'".-))¿,'

For all í e (0, t) <p(s), and thus Je = ç»(f), lie in the facet ^(0>.-s-).
Inequality (6.19), the definition of p e (0, A/4), and the selection of a e (0, p)

imply that for all s £[n, r - n] En(s) lies in the same facet y"v*1»-• .«*) or in

an adjacent facet. In addition, using formulas (6.4) and (6.19), we see that for
all s £[n,r -n]

\\E"(s) - x\\ < \\E"(s) - <p(s)\\ + \\<p(s) - <p(t)\\ <a + A/4<p + A/4< A/2.

Hence we can apply the first inequality in formula (6.5). For any « e N sat-

isfying n > Nx and for any ¿j0 e S"" satisfying ||c;o - z - nß\\ < a, we have

from the property of the constant M expressed in formula (6.6) that

(6.21)

El,r, Tr(E"(s),v)£(Ün{fyí\V\S))ds
¿¿        W;'   ;   V    r(E»(s),v)    J■A    ^ \  n^s,,V)  j

V"      v^ä \r(x;x"(s),v)J
>(l-y)-E¡

—Myx.

Combining this with display (6.20), we see that for any n e N satisfying n >

Nx

(6.22)

inf [--logPyol  sup \\X"(s)-z-sß\\ <a\ )
{y€S" : \\y-z\\<c} \    n y'   \sí[0,z] ¡J

>(l-y) inf
Ko€^" : ||io-z-^||<a}
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We claim that the control U" and the associated controlled process {2" (s),
s £ [n, x - n]} are also an admissible control and associated controlled process

to apply in the control representation (6.15) for qx(£o> r\, x - n ; •, •, •). This
follows once we show that

(J    {E"(s)}cS-"n^x";
s<E[tl,T-ri]

in other words, the points visited by {2" (5), s £[r¡, x -n]} are common to the

two state spaces S"n and S?" . The last display is a consequence of inequality

(6.19), the definition of p, the selection of a e (0, p), and the fact that formula
(6.17) holds for any function £ e 3¡(\r\ ,x-n]: 5e") satisfying equation (6.16).

Inequality (6.19) also implies that with probability 1

\\En(s) - z - sß\\ = \\E"(s) - (z + nß) -(s- n)ß\\ < a for all s £ [n, x - n],

which in turn implies that with probability 1

n(n, x - n, E" ; z + nß, ß , a) = 00

and thus

g(n(n ,x-n,E";z + nß,ß,a)) = 0.

We now use the representation formula (6.15) and formula (6.22) to say that

for any n e N satisfying n> Nx

(6.23)

inf [-IiogP»J  sup \\X"(s)-z -5/311 <q|)
{y€S":\y-z\<c}\     « y'    \se[0,r] \

> (1 - y) inf
«06^» : \\io-z-nß\\<«}

Et    r,

— (1 - y) inf
Hoes'- : Wio-z-m«*}

E"     Í H V fix- -="(z)   v)£(an{En{s)>V>S)]dc

( v€2.l

+ g(n(n, x - n, E" ; z + nß , ß, a))\ - n - Myx

)

>(l-y). inf V£(C0,ti,x-n;z + nß,ß,a)-ri-MyT
HoeS^" : ||ío-z-i//í||<a}

= (l-y)\t   »    „Ínf     ..    J"^o,V,r-ti;z + nß,ß,a)-n-Myx.
Hoes'" : ||io-z-»//J||<a}
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Formula (6.11) implies that the points z + nß and ß both lie in the set Y(x).

Hence we can apply the first limit in equation (4.7), which yields

lima^o Hminf„^oo inf{io€^». ||ío-z-^||<q} q"x(£,o, », * - n ; z + nß, ß, a)

- limQ^o liminf„^oo inf{ío€^ . ||ío_z_^||<q}

(-Í ^«^.»{"fcih.T-.í] AU - (* + nß) -(s- ri)ß\\ < a)

> lim^o limQ^o liminf^^oo inf{io€<5^. Mo_z_t,ß\l<a}

{->èP";i0JSUPse[r,,r-r,] H*"(5) " (*'+ »ß) " (f ~ ")ß\\ < e})

= (x-2n)-L(x,ß).

Returning to display (6.23), we take the limit inferior as n —> oo and send

c —► 0, then a —> 0, and finally n —> 0 to conclude that

lim lim liminf inf ( —logPv os   sup  ¡^"(s) - z -sß\\ < a > )
a_0 c-O     »-oo     {ye^" : ||y-z||<c}    ^     « 'V'    [î£[0,t] J/

>T[(l-y)L(Jc,/3)-My].

This proves the lower bound (6.9).   D

Proof of the upper bound (6.10). In this proof we will have to adapt Lemma

3.5 to the current setting, in which Condition 3.1 is replaced by Condition 4.1.

As noted in Remark 3.6, all the conclusions of Lemma 3.5 continue to hold

provided we have the bounds (3.26) and (3.27). Under Conditions 3.4 and 4.1
these are valid [see equations (4.1) and (6.6)]. Because of this, in the sequel we

will continue to refer to Lemma 3.5 when we actually mean the version of that

lemma with Condition 4.1 replacing Condition 3.1.

Let r\ £ (0, 1) be given and select JVeN, ¿o > 0, and a > 0 as in part (a)

of Lemma 3.5. We also choose ô e (0, So). The constants B and K that will
appear later in this proof are the same as those in Lemma 3.5. We recall from

part (a) of Lemma 3.5 that for all sufficiently small n £ (0, I) we can take

¿o = r\/(2K) and a — in for some constant t. Hence we can arrange that

(6.24) áo< 3A/16 and a < x/2

by reducing n if necessary. We write the time interval appearing in the upper

bound (6.10) as

[0, x] = [0, o]U[o, x - o]U[x - o, x].

Each of the three subintervals will be dealt with separately.

We choose a point t* £ (0, a] such that ||ç»(f*) - z|| < S/3. We also let
{z", n £ N} be any sequence of points converging to <p(t*) such that each z"

lies in the set ^~(Ö1.6'' n .5"" . There exists a positive integer Nx  such that

for all n > Nx we have \\z" - <p(t*)\\ < S/3 and thus

||z" - z|| < ||z" - <p(t*)\\ + \\<p(t*) - z|| < 25/3.

Now let y be any point in &"1 satisfying ||y - z|| < S/3 . Then for all n £ N

satisfying n > Nx   we have  ||y - z"|| < S.   Hence by part (a) of Lemma
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3.5, for all n > N v Nx we can find an admissible control u" on the first

time interval [0, a] having the following properties: with probability 1 u"

steers the associated controlled process 2" from y at time 0 to z" at time

a ; with probability 1 u" keeps the controlled process 2" a distance no greater

than BKS from z" on the entire time interval [0, a] ; the expected integrated

running cost over the interval [0, a] is no greater than r\. If it happens that the

point z = <p(0) lies in a facet different from y(S|.5,t), then this construction

"jogs" the controlled process away from this other facet at a cheap cost. If z

lies in the same facet ^(°.'°k) as <p(s) for s e (0, t) , then nothing is lost.
We need the next lemma in order to define the control and the associated

controlled process on the middle time interval [er, x - o].

Lemma 6.2. There exists p £ (0, A/8) and /V2 e N so that the following holds.
Whenever w e Rd satisfies

\\w - z" -(s - a)ß\\ < p for some s £ [o, x - a] and n>N V NXV N2,

then w lies in the same facet y(si-- '5«) as <p(s) or in an adjacent facet.

Proof. We can choose p £ (0, A/8) so that the following is true. Whenever

w £ Rd satisfies ||u; - <p(s)\\ < 2p for some s £ [t*, x - t*], then w lies in

the same facet «STd ■•••'•'«) as <p(s) or in an adjacent facet. Now suppose that

w £ Rd satisfies ||iu - z" - (s - o)ß\\ < p for some s £[o ,x - o] and n £ N.

We will show the existence of N2 e N such that if n > N V Nx V N2 , then with
the same value of s

(6.25) \\w - <p(t* + s - o)\\ < 2p.

We have t* e (0, o] and thus V < t* + s - o < x - o < x - t*. Hence

formula (6.25) will complete the proof of the lemma. Since tp(t* + s - o) =

<p(t*) + (s - o)ß , we have

\\w - y>(t* + s - o)\\

< y«, - z« - (S - o)ß\\ + \\z" + (s - a)ß - <p(t* + s - (7)||

<p + \\z"-<p(n\\.

Because of the limit lim^oo z" = <p(t*), there exists N2 e N such that ||z" -

<p(t*)\\ < p for all n > N2. For all n > N V Nx V N2 we now obtain formula

(6.25).   D

Let {Ç(s), s e [er, x - o]} be any function in 3([o, x - a] : S"") satisfying

(6.26)
Hcj(j') - z" -(s- o)ß\\ < p for all 5 e [o, x - a] and some n> TV v NXW N2.

Then Lemma 6.2 implies that

(6.27) (J     {^(5)}c^"n^".
s6{o,t-o]

For e e (0, p) we will next use the control representation (6.15) for q"(z" , o,

x - a ; z" , ß, e) to design an admissible control for the interval [a, x - a].
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This control will force the associated controlled process to stay a distance no

greater than e from the path z" + (s - o)ß for all s e [a, x - o].

The communication/controllability condition expressed in Condition 3.4

guarantees the existence of an integer /V3 e N depending on e e (0, p) such

that the quantity

qx(z" , o, x - a ; z" , ß , e)

= -UogPlz„A    sup    \\X"x(s)-z"-(s-o)ß\\<e\
n \\se[0,T-0] J

is finite for all n > N¿. For the remainder of the proof of the upper bound

(6.10), we work with values of n > N V Nx V N2 V /V3. Now choose Ü" to

be an admissible control that is ^-optimal in the representation (6.15) for

q~(z" , o, x - er ; z" , ß, e). In other words, if {2£(t), t £ [a, x - er]} is the

associated controlled process, then Ex(o) = z" and the cost with respect to «"

is within n of the infimum V"(z" , a, x - a ; z" , ß, e). This implies that

F|. z„ i0{g[n[a ,x-a,E"x;z",ß, e))} - n

<V?(z",o,x-o;z",ß,e) = q"x(z",o,x-a;z",ß,e)<™,

which in turn implies that with probability 1

g(7t(<7, x - o, E" ; z" , ß, e)) = 0 and thus n(o, x - a, E"x ; z" , ß, e) = 00.

Hence with probability 1 we have for all n> TV V /Vi V 7V2 V 7V3

(6.28) \\E"x(s) -z"-(s- o)ß\\ < e for all 5 e [0, x - a].

It follows that

< V£(z", o, x - a; z" , ß, e) = q?(z" , a, x - a; z" , ß, e).

For all 5 e (0, t) tp(s), and thus x = tp(t), lie in the facet y(*i*'-'s«).

Lemma 6.2, inequality (6.28), and the selection of e € (0, p) imply that for all

s £ [o, x - a]   E"x(s) lies in the same facet y(5'.°k) or in an adjacent facet.

Equation (6.24) yields that

||z"-z|| < 2(5/3 < 2¿0/3 < A/8,

and thus by formulas (6.4) and (6.28) we see that for all s £[0 ,x - o]

\\E"x(s) - x\\ < \\È"x(s) -z"-(s- o)ß\\ + \\<p(t) - <p(s - (7)|| + ||z" - z||

<e + A/4 + A/8 < /Z + A/4 + A/8 < A/2.

Hence we can apply the second inequality in formula (6.5). For any n e N
satisfying n > N V Nx v N2 V /V3, we have from the property of the constant
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M expressed in formula (6.6) that

(6.30)

Ëlzn ai T Zr(Ex(s),v)£Ím^^l)ds
'   •  V*     ¿£ V    r(E"x(s),v)   )

(>     v% \r(x;z.x(s),v) t

+Myx.

Combining formulas (6.29) and (6.30) now yields that

ds

£ r(Ë"x(s), v)£ (ù"(Êx(s), v, s)/r(Ex(s), v)) ds

vezd

< ( 1 + y) • [qnx(z", o, x - a ; z" , ß, e) + n] + Myx.

The controlled process {2£(s), s £ [er, x - er]} is associated with the control

u" . We claim that this control can be used to define an admissible control

and an associated controlled process 2" that can be applied in the control

representation (6.13) for q" . The claim follows once we show that

[J     {2?(S)}c^"n^";
s€[a ,x—a]

in other words, the points visited by {E"(s), s £ [er, x - er]} are common

to the two state spaces S^" and S?". The last display is a consequence of

inequality (6.28), the definition of p, the selection of e e (0, p), and the fact
that formula (6.27) holds for any function c; e 3([a, x - a] : S^") satisfying
equation (6.26).

Finally we define the control on the final time interval [t - a, r]. According

to part (a) of Lemma 3.5, we can find an admissible control u" on the time in-
terval [t - cr, t] having the following properties: with probability 1 u\ returns

the controlled process 2" at time x to the position that it had at time x - er ;

with probability 1 u\ keeps the controlled process on the entire time interval
[t - a, x] a distance no greater than BKS from the position that it had at time

x - o ; the expected integrated running cost over the interval [t - er, t] is no

greater than n.

Let a > 0 be given and let y be any point in S?n satisfying ||y - z|| < S/3 .

For n £ N satisfying n> TV V NXW N2V N3 we now define a composite control

u" on the time interval [0, t] which will be applied in the control representation

for

q"(y,0,x;z,ß,a) = --logPy"A   sup  \\X"(s) - z - sß\\ <

x

i
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The control is given by the formula

(u"^,v,t) forte[0,CT],
un(Ç, v , t) = l u"(Ç ,v,t) for t £ (a, x - o],

\u"(£,,v,t) for t £ (x - a, x].

Let {2" (5), s £ [0, t]} denote the associated controlled process. We have the

following properties.

• With probability 1, the controlled process 2" satisfies 2"(0) = y and

2" (er) = z" and on the entire time interval [0, a] E" stays a distance

no greater than BKS from the point z" . Since ||z" - z|| < 2S/3, we

have with probability 1

(6.32) sup   \\E"(s)-z-sß\\<BKS + 2S/3 + o\\ß\\.
i€[0,CT]

The expected integrated running cost over the interval [0, a] is no greater

than n .

• The control ü" was used to define the controlled process E" on the time

interval [o, x - a]. With probability 1 Ex(o) = z" . We are now using

the same control ü" to define the associated controlled process 2" on

the time interval [0, x - a]. The definition of the control u" implies

that with probability 1 2"(cr) = z" . It follows that the distribution of the
controlled process {E"(s), s £[0, x - o]} with respect to FZ»>(J equals

the distribution of the controlled process {Ex(s), s e [0, x - 0]} with

respect to F".z„ a . Formula (6.28) then yields that with probability 1

sup    \\E"(s)-z"-(s-o)ß\\<e.
s€[a ,t—ct]

Since ||z" - z|| < 2S/3, it follows that with probability 1

(6.33) sup    \\E"(s)-z-sß\\ <e + 2S/3 + o\\ß\\.
s€[o,t-o]

In a moment [see equation (6.35)] we will estimate the expected inte-

grated running cost over the interval [o, x - er].

• With probability 1, on the entire time interval [x - o, x] the controlled

process E" stays a distance no greater than BKS from the position that

it had at time x - a . Equation (6.33) implies that with probability 1

(6.34)

sup    \\E"(s)-z-sß\\
î€[t-ct,t]

< sup    \\E"(s)-E"(x-o)\\ + \\E"(x-o)-z-(x-o)ß\\ + o\
s€[t-o ,z]

< BKS + [e + 2S/3 + a\\ß\\] + o\\ß\\.

The running cost over the interval [x - o, x] is no greater than rj.

The distribution of the controlled process {2"(i), s £ [a, x - er]} with re-

spect to Fzn>ff equals the distribution of the controlled process {2£(s), 5 e

[a, x - a]} with respect to F?. z„ a . Hence formula (6.31 ) gives the following
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estimate on the expected integrated running cost over the interval [er, x — er]

(6.35)
rx—a Ï

E"(s),v))ds\E"z",o{ /     ^(^MW^CS'W'^M

< (1 + ï) • [<?(*" ,<J,x-o;z",ß,e) + n] + Myx.

We now choose the parameter a to be greater than each of the right-hand

sides of formulas (6.32), (6.33), and (6.34); namely,

a>J[5^ + 2/3] + 2(7||)S||+e.

Then with probability 1, for any starting point y e S?n satisfying ||y - z|| <

S/3, this composite control u" keeps the controlled process E"(s) a distance

less than a from the path <p(s) = z + sß for s in the entire time interval

[0, t]. It follows that with probability 1 the exit cost g(n(0, x,E"; z, ß, a))
equals 0.

The expected integrated running cost over each of the intervals [t - er, t] and

[0, a] is no greater that 2n. When y e &"1 satisfies ||y - z|| < S/3 , equation
(6.35) and the fact that with probability 1 the exit cost g(n(0. f. S" ; z, ß, a))
equals 0 imply that

(6 36)

--logPv"J   sup  \\X"(s)-z-sß\\<a\
n        "'   \s€[o,x] J

= q"(y,0,x; z, ß , a)

= V"(y,0, x; z, ß, a)

+<?(^(0,T,2";z,)5,a))i+2^

J
< (I + y) -[^(z" , o, x - o; z" , ß, e) + n] + Myx + 2n.

Since lim„^oo z" = <p(t*), we have for any parameter k £ (0, e) and all suffi-

ciently large n e N the implication

sup    \\E"x(s)-(p(n-(s-o)ß\\<K
s€[o,T-o]

=>     sup    ||22(5)-z"-(5-(7)j3||<e.
s€[o ,x-a]

Hence for te e (0, e) and all sufficiently large « e N

q"x(z" , er, x - o ; z" , ß , e) < q"x(z" , o , x - a ; <p(f), ß , k) ,
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and so whenever y e 5?" satisfies ||y - z|| < S/3 we have from formula (6.36)

-ilogP;i0( sup  \\X"(s)-z-sß\\<a

< (!+?)• [$(*"> o,x-o;z", ß,e) + n] + Myx + 2n

< (1 + y) • [Qiiz" . o, T - (7 ; p(f*), £ , tc) + t/] + AT yr + 2t/

= (1 + y) ■ q"x(z" , o, x - o ; <p(t*), ß, k) + (1 + y)n + Myx + 2n.

Since <p(t*) — z + t*ß, formula (6.11) implies that the points <p(t*) and ß

both lie in the set Y(x). Thus, using the inequality ||z" - <p(t*)\\ < S/3 for all

n > NX, we can apply the second limit in equation (4.7) to conclude that

t. r— logP"0<   sup  \\X"(s) - z - sß\\ < a
n '   [se[0,x]

< (1 + y) - lim limsup q"(z", a, x - er; (p(t*), ß, k)
K^O       „^oo

+(1 + y)n + Myx + 2n

<(l+y)-lim lim limsup sup q"(w , o, x - er; <p(t*), ß, k)
k^O S^O     0-.OO     {weSf : ||w-p(i*)||<(5}

+(1 +y)n + Myx + 2n

= (1 + y) • lim lim limsup sup
K—0 <5—0     «—oo     {w€Sf : \\w-<p{r)\\<S}

(—logPl^A    sup    \\XV(s)-<p(n-(s-o)ß\\<K))

+(1 + y)n + Myx + 2n

< (1 + y) • (t - 2(7) • L(x, ß) + ( 1 + y)n + Myx + 2n

= (1 + y) • (t - 2tt?) -L(x, ß) + (l + y)n + Myx + 2n.

The upper bound (6.10) now follows by sending n —» 0 and then a-»0.

This completes the proof of the local large deviation principle stated in Propo-

sition 5.1. With this we have finished the proof of the large deviation principle

stated in Theorem 4.3.

7. Appendix: Proof of the representation formula in Theorem 3.3

We take n e N, y e S"n , t e [0, 1], ß e Rd , and e e (0, 1) and recall the
set ¿%" and the numbers tx(y) and t2(y), which were defined in the paragraph

before equation (3.11 ) In order to prove Theorem 3.3, we will show the following

three statements:

(1) V"(y,t;ß,e) = q"(y,t;ß,e) = oo \îy£^n\mn and íe[0, 1],

(2) V"(y,t;ß,e) = q"(y,t;ß,e) = oo if y e 3§" and t e [0,t,(y)]U

[h(y),i],
(3) F"(y,t;^,e) = í',(y,í;/Í,e)<oo if y e ¿g" and t e (ii(y), ?2(y))n

[0,1].
Unless otherwise noted, the phrase "with probability one" in the proof will mean

with probability one with respect to F£ ,. In order to simplify the notation,
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we will not explicitly indicate the dependence of the various quantities on ß

and e, which are fixed throughout this section. Thus we will write n(t, <p),

V"(y,t), p"(y,t), and q"(y,t) instead of n(t, tp; ß, e), V"(y, t; ß, e),
p"(y,t;ß,e), and q"(y, t; ß, e), respectively.

Proof of statement (1). If y e S?" \¿%n, then there are two possibilities. If

||y - tß\\ > £ then for any admissible control we have 7t(t, 2") < 1 with

probability 1. Hence in this case V" (y, t) = oo = q" (y, t). On the other hand,

there may be points y e ¿7"1 \ &n and t e [0, 1] such that ||y - tß\\ < e.
Fix any such y and t. The definition of the set &" implies that p"(y, t) =

0. We claim that this implies V"(y, t) = oo = q"(y,t). Let u" be any

admissible control and let E" be the corresponding controlled process. Assume
that V"(y, t) < oo . Then with probability 1   n(t, E") = oo and

V"(y, t) = E"y J /' £ r(E"(s),v)£(u"(E"(s),v,s)/r(E"(s),v))ds \ < oo.
[Jt   vex" J

Together with the superlinear growth of the function £ and the positive lower

bound (4.1) on r(x, v) for all x e 5?" and v e Zd, the last display im-

plies that the distribution on path space induced by {2"(s), s £ [t, 1]} un-
der E"t is absolutely continuous with respect to the distribution induced by

{^"(í)^ í e [t, 1]} under F£ ,. Because p"(y, t) = 0, we have n(t, X") < 1

with probability 1 under F" t. This implies that n(t, 2") < 1 with probability
1, which contradicts V"(y, t) < oo. We conclude that if y e 5e"1 \¿%n and

í e [0, 1], then V"(y, t) = oo = q"(y, t) in both cases. This completes the

proof of statement ( 1 ).

Proof of statement (2). Since yeJ"1 and t e [0, ii(y)] imply ||y - tß\\ > e,
the proof that V"(y, t) = oo = q"(y, t) in this case is the same as the proof in

statement (1) of the case where y e S"n \ 3§" , t e [0, 1], and ||y - tß\\ > e.
Since y e âê" and t e [t2(y), 1] imply p"(y,t) = 0, the proof that V"(y, t) =
00 = q" (y, t) in this case is the same as the proof in statement ( 1 ) of the case

where y e S"" \ 3Sn, t e [0, 1], and ||y -tß\\<e. This completes the proof
of statement (2).

Proof of statement (3). Fix y e &" and t £ (tx(y), t2(y)) n [0, 1]. We first
prove that V"(y, t) > q"(y, t). Let u" be any admissible control for V"(y, t)

having finite cost and let {2"(î), s £ [t, 1]} denote any corresponding con-

trolled process satisfying 2"(t) = y. For any bounded real-valued function /
on 5?" the generators of the controlled process are given by the formula

(&"f)(y, s) = n £ uniy ,v,s) [f(y + v/n) - f(y)].
v€Z<>

Since the cost is finite, the definition of V"(y, t) implies that with probability
1 g(n(t, 2")) = 0 andthus n(t, E") = oo.

For any r e (0, oo) and u £ R the Legendre-Fenchel transform

sup{6u - r(ee - I)} = r£(u/r)
0€R
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and convex duality yield for any r e (0, oo) and 6 £ R the relation

(7.1) r(e-e - 1) = sup {-u6 - r£(u/r)} .

This in turn yields the inequality

(7.2) r(e-e-l) + u6 + r£(u/r)>0

for any re(0,oo), 0eR,and «el.

For B £ (0, oo) let qB(y, t) satisfy the system of ordinary differential equa-
tions

dqnB(y,t) _

v€Zd

for (y, t) £ S?" x (0, 1) satisfying ||y - tß\\ < e ; the boundary condition

q"B(y ,t) = B for (y, t) e S?n x [0, 1] satisfying ||y - tß\\ > e ;

(7.3)    QbK^  > = ¿2 r{y, v)(exp(-n[q"B(y + v/n,t)-q"B(y, t)]) - 1)

and the terminal condition

(7.4) q"B(y, 1) = 0 for y e «5*" satisfying ||y - ß\\ < e.

As in Section 3, the boundary condition is valid only in "forward" t-direction.

Since the functions p"B(y, t) = -j¡logqB(y, t) satisfy p"B(y, t) I p"(y, t) for

all y e S"n and t e [0, 1], we see that q"B(y, t) ] q"(y, t) for all y £^n and

t€[0, 1].
Recall that n(t, E") = oo implies \\E"(s)-sß\\ < e for all s £[t, 1]. Hence

equations (7.2) and (7.3) imply that

da"(E"(s)  s)oqB^ {S,,S)   + ^nqn{En^iS)

(7-5) *
+  £ r(E"(s), v)£(u"(E"(s), v , s)/r(E"(s) ,v))>0

vÇZd

for all s£[t, 1) and with probability 1. Integrating s from t to 1 and taking

the expected value gives

(7.6)

Ey\ft   (^(59"^),5)   + £>"q"B(E"(s),sf)ds\

+ E"y\ f ^r(2"(5),t;)¿(M',(2n(5),í;,5)/r(2"(S),í;))í/5l>0.

Using the martingale property that was assumed as part of the definition of

admissibility and the terminal condition (7.4), we obtain

Ey\\] (9gg(SgT),5)   + ^n<InB^n{s),s)ys\ = -q"B(y,t).
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Therefore equation (7.6) implies that

£ r(E"(s), v) £(u"(E"(s), v , s)/r(E"(s), v)) ds \ > q"B(y, t).\>QnB{y,

Sending B —> oo, we obtain

EyAf E^"^)^)^""^"^)^'5)/^"^)^))^ >>9n^y,t).
{   '    v€Zd

Hence the definition of V"(y, t) as a minimal cost function allows us to con-
clude that

V"(y, t)>q"(y,t).

In order to prove that V"(y, t) < q"(y, t), we first note that for any 6 £ R

the supremum in formula (7.1) is attained at the unique value u = re~e . This

suggests that we can define an optimal control by letting

(7.7) u"(y ,v,s) = r(y,v) exp (-n [q"(y + v/n , s) - q"(y , s)])

if y e 3Sn and í e (tx(y), t2(y)) n [0, 1] and by letting u"(y,v,s) = 0 for
all other values of y e 5pn and t e [0, 1]. We define exp(-oo) = 0. Since

q"(y, t) < oo for 5 e (tx(y), h(y)) n [0, 1], u"(y, v, s) is well defined and
measurable.

For n £ (0, 1 ) we define the stopping time t, by the formula

(7.8) t„ = inf{s > t : s > t2(E"(s)) -nor tx(En(s)) > s} A 1.

For all s e [t, x,,] and all co in the underlying probability space, we have

tx(E"(s))<s<t2(E"(s))-ri.

This fact and the definition (7.7) imply that the controls u"(E"(s), v, s) are

uniformly bounded and continuous for all s e [t, xn]. This uniquely defines
the distribution of {2"(s) ,je[/, t,,]} .

For y e &" and t £ Çtx(y), t2(y)) n (0, 1) the function q"(y, t; ß,e)
satisfies the system of ordinary differential equations given in equation (3.11)

Hence for all 5 e [t, x,,] and all w in the underlying probability space, our
choice of control implies that

dq"(^"(s),S)    +   £>nqn(En{shs)

+ £ r(E"(s), v) £(u"(E"(s), v , s)/r(E"(s), v)) = 0.

Integrating 5 from t to xn and taking the expected value gives

(7.9)

+ Sf"q"(E"(s),s)\ds\
ds

£ r(5"(s), v) £(u"(E"(s), v , s)/r(E"(s), v)) ds
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Since the jump rates u"(E"(s), v, s) are uniformly bounded for all s £[t, xn]

and all co in the underlying probability space, the quantity

j^ (d<r(E-(s),s) _ eq"(EHs),s)  _ ¿Hqn(àt{s)  ^ ds

is a martingale in a for a e [t, 1]. Thus equation (7.9) implies that

(7.10)    Ey-' \ [" £ r{E"{s) ' V) ̂ «"vS'W, v, s)/r(E"(s), v)) ds 1

= Vq"(y,t)-E"yJ{q"(E"(xn),xri)}.

Recall that in the statement (3) now under consideration q"(y, t) e [0, oo) and

Qn(y, s) > 0 for all y e S?" and 5 e [0, 1]. Hence the last equation implies

that

(7.11)

sup  Eny A P y\r(E"(s),v)£(un(E"(s),v,s)/r(En(s),v))ds\<K>

and that

(7.12) sup   E"yil{q"(E"(xn),xn)}<œ.
f/€(0,l)

Define To = lim,¿oT, . Equation (7.11) and the monotone convergence the-

orem imply that

E",t \ P E r(H"(s) • u) ¿(""(¿"(s), v, s)/r(En(s), v)) ds \ < oo.

(    '      W6Z¿

The superlinear growth of the function £ and the positive lower bound (4.1)

on r(x, v) for x e S?" and v £ S(y) then yield that

This in turn implies that with probability 1 E"(s) jumps only a finite number

of times for s in the interval [t, To), Hence the quantity Z = lim,,¿0-"(*>;)

is well-defined with probability 1. By Fatou's Lemma and equation (7.12), we

obtain

E"t{q"(Z,x0)}<™.

Now the definition of the stopping times xn implies either that To = 1 and

||Z - ß\ < e, that T0 = t2(Z), or that t0 = tx(Z). However, since q"(y, s) -

oo if s £ {/i(y), h(y)}, we conclude that t0 = 1 and ||Z - ß\\ < e with

probability 1 and therefore that Ë" ,{q"(Z, To)} = 0. Since To = 1, one can

check that 2" satisfies the martingale property and the uniqueness in distribu-
tion property required for u" to be an admissible control and furthermore that
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n(t, E") = oo with probability 1. We conclude from equation (7.10) that

£ r(E"(s), v)£(u"(E"(s), v , s)/r(E"(s), v)) ds + g(n(t, E"))

v€Zd

= Qn(y,t),

The definition of V" (y, t) as a minimal cost function then implies that

V"(y,t)<q"(y,t).

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.3.   D
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